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Abstract
A 2-D, incompressible, linearized, reduced order system model has been developed to study
the effects of flutter, rotating stall and surge in an aeroengine. The model is able to provide
information about the overall behavior of the compressor and compression system, including
stability and parametric trends. A work per cycle analysis is done to compare the model
to LINSUB. The analysis shows a significant quantitative difference between the results
produced by the model and LINSUB. However, for the prediction of the instability region
for zero mechanical damping, the model results agree to within approximately ± 15 degrees
interblade phase angle for Mach numbers below 0.8, solidities greater than 8 and reduced
frequencies less than 0.15 for both bending and torsional vibrations. For the lowest damping
prediction, the results agree to within approximately ± 15 degrees interblade phase angle
for Mach numbers below 0.6, solidities greater than 8 and reduced frequencies less than 0.5
for both bending and torsional vibrations. The work per cycle results are also compared
against a set of experimental cascade data for the first standard cascade configuration, and
they agree reasonably well. Two control schemes are implemented on the model, namely tip
clearance control and on-blade piezo control. A simple constant gain feedback control with
no actuator and external dynamics, and no compensators is used as a preliminary study.
For the configuration chosen, the results show that both methods are able to extend the
flutter stability margin for reasonable gain values.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The operation of axial compressors used in aeroengines is limited by stability boundaries
such as surge, rotating stall and flutter. These boundaries are normally encountered as
the compressor is driven at higher pressure ratios or at lower mass flows. Therefore the
performance and safety margin of the engine is limited by these instabilities. Surge is an
axisymmetric flow oscillation through the engine, whereas rotating stall is a circumferential
flow disturbance which travels around the annulus. Flutter is an aeroelastic instability
which can exhibit axisymmetric structural modes and non-axisymmetric structural modes
which travel around the annulus.
Boundaries of various types of flutter are shown in figure 1-1. The type of flutter that
will be analysed in this work is subsonic stalled flutter. As discussed by Chi and Srinivasan
[29], fan and compressor rotor blade failures in modern gas turbine engines have been caused
by high cycle fatigue as a result of subsonic stalled flutter. This type of flutter may occur at
part speed in a high speed fan or near design speed for a low or high pressure compressor.
It is suspected that separated flow may exist on the blades during stall flutter. As a result,
incidence effects are seen to be important.
1.1 Background
The development and study of surge and rotating stall using actuator disk theory (for rigid
blades) have been treated by various authors such as Moore and Greitzer [8, 26, 15, 14],
Chue, Greitzer and Tan [30], and in a review paper by Longley [22]. These provide the
framework for the rotating stall and surge models used in the present work.
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Figure 1-1: Compressor map showing boundaires for four types of flutter
Whitehead [33] developed a linearized actuator disk analysis for bending and torsional
flutter in a two dimensional, incompressible and inviscid flow for an isolated flat plate
cascade. Smith [31] developed a code based on the model by Whitehead to study acoustic
waves. Adamczyk [4] analysed supersonic stall bending flutter using a two dimensional,
compressible, unsteady actuator disk. Most recently, Gysling and Myers [6] developed a
framework for analysing the non-linear dynamic behaviour of flexibly bladed turbomachines
which includes surge, rotating stall and flutter.
The current work is based on the framework provided by Gysling and Myers [6]. The
surge and rotating stall components are similar to those used by Moore and Greitzer [8]. The
compressor is represented by a semi actuator disk with flexible rotor blades and rigid stator
blades. Aeroelastic effects are modeled through the deformed blade passages using a control
volume analysis. The deformed blade passages are defined and analysed as deformable
control volumes across the flexible rotors coupled with a structural model.
1.2 Scope of Current Research
The large number of parameters and conditions which can produce flutter imply that the
system must be studied in a large number of situations. Adding to the complexity are
the range of local phenomena to be considered, such as tip leakage, incidence effects and
separation. High order models, such as CFD models, may be used; but it would be too
costly and time consuming to cover the parameter space. Another approach would be to use
a reduced order model, whereby the important physical effects are captured in a simplified
model. This model can be used to sweep the parameter space to study trends, parameter
sensitivity and predict stability boundaries. These studies can then help focus on the aspects
of the problem to be studied in detail by higher order models. Simple control models can
also be included to study the effectiveness of certain control schemes. So the first objective
of this research is to develop a reduced order system level model that can be used to study
parametric trends, predict the stability boundaries and be flexible enough to incorporate
control. The formulation and development of the model, including representative eigenvalue
and stability results are presented in chapter 2.
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Figure 1-2: Diagram showing change in lift force as incidence is changed for an isolated airfoil in
bending vibration
In order to assess the model, the results predicted by the model are verified against
available data. The figure of merit is the work per cycle calculation, which is a measure of
the effective aerodynamic damping. A simple quasi-steady description of work per cycle, for
a stalled blade, can be given for bending motion (refer to Cumpsty [5]). Refering to figure
1-2, suppose the vibration velocity, hI, is in the same direction as the lift force. A positive
h implies a negative increase in incidence. If the blade is operating in the unstalled region
to the left of the peak lift, the lift force and the vibration velocity will be out of phase. If
the blade is operating in the stalled region to the right of the peak lift, the lift force and
the vibration velocity will be in phase. When the lift force and vibration velocity are in
phase, there is a net input of energy from the fluid to the blade which can excite the blade
and cause flutter. Naturally, the condition which has the highest energy input would be
the condition expected for flutter to occur. Thus the work per cycle calculation, which is a
measure of the amount of work input, can be used to assess the model and compare it to
data and other models. The above example shows the importance of incidence effects for
stalled flutter, how radically stall effects change the work transfer and why flutter occurs
frequently at high loading conditions. The second objective of this research is then to test
the model's range of validity in certain non-dimensional parameters and compare it with
available data. This work per cycle analysis is presented in chapter 3.
Control can be used to avoid flutter or extend the range over which the compression
system can operate. Range extension for rotating stall was demonstrated in a single stage
compressor using movable guide vanes by Paduano [27], in a multi-stage compressor using
jet injection by Vo [32] and in a high speed single stage compressor using jet injection by
Weigl et al [17]. As a preliminary investigation, certain simple control schemes can be
applied to the model to study its effectiveness on flutter control. The third objective is then
to incorporate and study simple flutter control schemes. This is presented in chapter 4.
Finally, some concluding remarks are given in chapter 5.
Chapter 2
Flutter Model
This chapter presents the current model of axial compressor system dynamics, which in-
cludes surge, rotating stall and flutter effects. This is an incompressible, linear, 2-D model
for systems and control studies. The rotating stall and surge dynamics are briefly reviewed
and reformulated in Section 2.1. The control volume analysis of the semi-actuator disk is
presented in Section 2.2. The structural model is presented in Section 2.3 and the imple-
mentation of the model using Maple is briefly described in Section 2.4. Some representative
results are then presented in Section 2.5.
The current flutter model decribed here is an extension of the conceptual framework
utilized by Gysling and Myers [6]. The goal of the analysis is to provide information about
the overall behavior of the compressor and compression system, including stability, trends
and the ability to apply simple control models, rather than to capture the detailed fluid
mechanics and aeroelastics of the problem. As such, a control volume analysis is used to
couple the aerodynamics and the structural dynamics, which provides integrated effects
of the phenomena. A schematic of the system considered is shown in figure 2-1. The
compressor is assumed to have a high hub-to-tip ratio so that the flow can be treated
on a two-dimensional or meanline basis. The variations considered are in the axial and
circumferencial directions. There is a compressor which pumps flow to the plenum, which
exhausts through a throttle. The compressor ducts are assumed to be long enough so
that there are no non-axisymmetric pressure field interactions with the end terminations.
The flow external to the compressor blade rows is taken to be inviscid. Mach numbers
are assumed to be low so that compressibility effects can be neglected in the compressor
Flexible Rigid
Rotors Stators
Figure 2-1: System Schematic
and ducts. Density changes in the plenum, where compressibility effects are important,
are related to pressure changes through an isentropic relation. The compressor is modeled
as a semi actuator disk, consisting of a flexible rotor row followed by a rigid stator row.
Losses are introduced into the rotor and stator stages through empirical total pressure
loss relations. The flexible rotor blades are represented by a simple two-dimensional, two
degrees-of-freedom model which will be described later.
2.1 Rotating Stall and Surge
The development of the equations in the following can be found in the papers by Longley
[22], Moore and Greitzer [8] and Chue, Greitzer and Tan [30]. Only the final form of the
equations relevant to the current model development will be presented.
The following notations and non-dimensional parameters are used. The non-dimensionalized
mass flow is ( = -, where C_ is the axial velocity non-dimensionalized by the rotor tip
speed UT. The numbered subscripts corresponds to the axial stations shown in figure 2-1.
The steady state terms are represented by (s), the perturbation terms, which includes both
the non-axisymmetric and zeroth mode perturbation terms unless otherwise specified, are
represented by (.), and the n th harmonic component of the non-axisymmetric perturbations
are represented by ()n. For example, the axial mass flow at the inlet to the compressor
is o1 = q1 + q1. The non-dimensional pressure T = , and the plenum pressure is
,p =Pp . Time is non-dimensionalized as T = -, where R is the rotor radius.
2.1.1 Inlet and Exit Duct
It is assumed that the annular inlet and exit ducts are of constant height, and the flow is
incompressible. In the inlet duct, only potential flow perturbations can be created by the
compressor and these decay upstream. For axisymmetric meanflow, the linearized relation
between the non-axisymmetric static pressure and axial velocity perturbations at the inlet
are as follows.
S 1 n(T )  n( in (2.1))= -Re n 0- + 1 On (_0 e
n=1
In the exit duct, the only allowed disturbances are a decaying potential field downstream
and vorticity associated with the variation in compressor loading around the annulus. To
simplify the analysis, it is assumed that the stators fix the exit flow angle to be axial (ie.
no deviation effects). This produces the following relation between the non-axisymmetric
pressure distribution at the exit of the compressor and flow perturbations.
3 = Re ( ) ein (2.2)
n=1
2.1.2 Plenum and Throttle
Following the Moore-Greitzer surge formulation [8], conservation of axial momentum in the
inlet and exit ducts, and the conservation of mass in an isentropic plenum produces the
following expressions relating the axisymmetric terms.
1 2d 1 f - -) = c dO (2.3)
2f [ 1-At = 4B2L ] dO (2.4)
-i ,rel Or rr - 3 r
+- 
-
Oain
c ro
,tor - a
Figure 2-2: Flow Geometry
where Lc is the total non-dimensional duct length, B is the Greitzer B parameter and At
is the throttle parameter.
2.2 Semi-actuator Disk
The pressure rise across the compressor blade rows and the forces on the blades are calcu-
lated using a control volume analysis. Flow geometries are specified for the inlet and exit
planes to account for incidence, deviation and loss effects. Control volume deformations
are defined from the velocities and circumferential displacements of the flexible blades. To-
gether with the conservation equations and the unsteady Bernoulli's equation, we obtain
expressions for the pressure rise and force on the blades. Total pressure losses with a first
order time lag are applied across the rotor and stator passages.
The following notations are used in this section. The blade bending variable is q = h,
where h is the bending displacement and R is the rotor radius. The torsional displacement
is a in radians. The elastic axis and center of pressure positions of the rotor blades, ,ea and
cp respectively, are measured from the leading edge and non-dimensionalized by the chord.
They are assumed to be constant. The rotor chord, c, is non-dimensionalized with the rotor
radius. The numbered subscripts again refer to the various stations of the flow, and the
subscript ()rel implies relative to the rotating rotor reference frame. The non-dimensional
circumferential velocity, V = - -  Wl,re, is the relative inlet velocity non-dimensionalized
by the tip speed UT. A schematic is given in figure 2-2.
2.2.1 Flow Geometry
The incidence angle of the rotor is defined as the difference between the inlet flow angle
and the zero incidence angle of the rotor, /Zroto,, at the current time. Assuming that
the difference between the relative inlet flow angle and the current zero incidence angle
of the rotor is small, the change in incidence angle due to the blade bending and torsion
displacements can be estimated by using the small angle approximation.
incrto r - tan- - zrotor W ,r ( +eac (2.5)1 - ( t ret T ret!
The current zero incidence angle of the rotor is a function of the blade torsional dis-
placement.
fzrotor = PZrotor - a (2.6)
The relative circumferential velocity exiting the rotor is a function of the blade metal
angle and the deviation of the flow at the exit.
V 2 ,rel = (I2 tan (or + devr - a) (2.7)
where or is the blade metal angle and devr is the deviation of the flow. The deviation is
described by an empirical function, which will be discussed later.
Similarly, the incidence angle of the stator is a function of the inlet velocities and the
zero incidence angle of the stator (which is fixed because the stator is assumed rigid).
ainstator = -tan- V - zstator (2.8)
2.2.2 Control Volume Deformation
In this section, the rotor blade control volume, in terms of its inlet and exit areas and
angles, is defined according to the circumferential blade displacements. These areas and
angles are then used in subsequent mass and momentum conservation analyses to obtain
the exit flow and pressure rise across the deforming rotor blade row. The equations are
linearized with respect to the blade bending and torsional perturbations because they are
assumed to be small. However, they are not linearized with respect to interblade phase
angle, defined as 2n, where n is the harmonic number (or number of nodal diameters)
and NB is the number of rotor blades. This is one of the differences between the current
model and the model developed by Gysling and Myers [6], which assumes low interblade
phase angles.
The effective stagger angle of the rotor is decreased by an amount equivalent to the
steady state torsional deflection of the rotor blades due to blade loading. This is reflected
in the following equations so that the steady state operating points are consistent with the
flexible blades. The steady state bending deflection, on the other hand, does not alter the
geometry of the control volume. It changes the spacing between the rotor and stator row,
but inter-blade row spacing is not modeled in the current model. So steady state bending
deflection do not have an effect on the steady state characteristics of the model. The
perturbed quantities vibrate about these steady state values. Since the structural steady
state effects are already accounted for in the stagger angle, they are not reflected again in
the perturbation equations to follow.
In the formulation by Gysling and Myers [6], the control volume consists of the space
between two blades and the force on one of the blades is computed based on this control
volume. However, in the current formulation, the force on a blade at a given circumferential
position, 0, is determined by the positions of its adjacent two blades at 0 + and 0 -
where is the non-dimensional blade spacing between two blades. As a result, the control
volume spans three blades, where the middle blade is the blade being considered. The
momentum equation is applied to this control volume, and the external force is attributed
to the middle blade. The force on the middle blade is half of this external force to account
for the additional blade passage used in the control volume.
In the following, a superscript of (.)Sl implies the rotor blade leading edge position, and
a superscript of (.)S2 implies the rotor blade trailing edge position. X 1 and Y1 refers to the
axial and circumferential positions respectively of the blade at 0+ , and X2 and Y2 refers
to the axial and circumferential positions respectively of the blade at 0- 2,. Subscripts ()
and (-) represent the effects brought about by bending and torsional vibrations respectively.
Refering to figure 2-3, we can transform the displacements and velocities of the blade
from the blade coordinates a and b to the flow coordinates X and Y (or 0) as follows.
6X = -6b sin (y, - d) + 6a cos ('y, - 6) (2.9)
Y, 0
b
a
-- --- 1 x
Figure 2-3: Blade and Flow Coordinates
6Y = b cos ( +r - a)  6a sin (y, - a) (2.10)
where y, is the stagger angle of the rotor and is different from ,,,oor,, the rotor zero incidence
angle, for a cambered airfoil.
In a 2-D plane, the inlet or exit area of a cascade is the distance between the correspond-
ing blade leading or trailing edges. Following the rules of geometry, the length between 2
points (Xi, Y1) and (X2 , Y2 ) gives the area of the inlet or exit of the control volume as
follows. (Refer to figure 2-4).
S = (X- X 2 )2 + (Y 1 - 2)2  (2.11)
The angle between the axial direction and the normal to the control volume surface is as
follows, positive clockwise.
=tan- X1 - X 2 ) (2.12)S Y1 - Y2
In the blade coordinates, the displacements at the blade leading and trailing edges due to
bending, q, and torsion, a, are as follows.
bS'= q (2.13)
6ba2 = q (2.14)
6as1 = 0
6a S 2 = 0
6bSI = eaC sin (&)
6a = eac [l - cos (&)]
6a 2 (1 - ea) c[1 - cos ()]
Substituting equations 2.13 - 2.20 into equations 2.9 , 2.10, we get the displacement of the
blades in flow coordinates.
6XS 1 ,S2 = -q sin (Yr - )
6 YS1,S2 = q COS (Y - 6)
6X S 1 = -eac sin (&) sin (Y, - a) + eaC [1 - cos (&)] cos (yr - 6)
(2.21)
(2.22)
(2.23)
(2.24)6YS 1 = eaC sin (&) cos (y, - a) + ,,ea [1 - cos (&)] sin (y, - a)
6X 2 = (1 - ea) csin (6) sin (y - ) - (1 - a) C [ - cos ()] cos (r - )
(2.25)
(2.15)
(2.16)
(2.17)
(2.18)
(2.19)
(2.20)
b a2 = _-(1 _ -ea) c sin (&)
YaS 2  (1 _ ea) csin ( )cos - ) - (1 - ea) [1 - cos (&)] sin (r - a)
(2.26)
Combining and linearizing equations 2.21 - 2.26 , we obtain the change in coordinates of
the leading and trailing edges of the rotor blades at the inlet and exit plane respectively, as
a function of 0.
6X S 1 (0) = 6XS1 (0) + uX 1 (0)
(2.27)
= - (0) sin (y, - a) - eaCO (0) sin (y -y )
6Y S1 (0) = 6Ysi (0) + 6Y S1 (0)
= (0) cos ( , - a) + Ceac & (0) Cos (Yr - a)
6XS2 (0) = 6XS2 (e) + 6x 2 (e)
= - (0) sin (, - a) + (1 - (ea) c 0) sin (r - a)
6YS 2 (0) cYS2 (0) 6yS2 (0)
= (0)cos (yr - a) -(1- e)ca&(0)cos(y,- )
(2.28)
(2.29)
(2.30)
As stated earlier, the control volume to be considered spans three blades, where the
blade in the middle is the blade in consideration. Refering to figure 2-4, the corresponding
circumferential values for the adjacent blades are substituted into equations 2.11 and 2.12
to get the inlet and exit areas and angles for the control volume.
For the inlet plane:
Xs1 -XS1=6Xs 1(+ r 6Xsi
xS21 X 5  NB ) - z 1 ( jN)
NB NBs
_eaC [& (O+ 7) _- ( )] sin (y, - a)
(x 2, Y1S2)
,S2
(Xs 1 , ysl)
Isi
Si
(Xsi, y 2 S
1)
Control Volume
S2 SX
"'2 '12 )
, Y
x, = X(O + )
X 2 = X(O - 2)
= Y ( -+ -)
Y2 = Y(O - 27)
Figure 2-4: Deforming Control Volume
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Applying to equations 2.11 and 2.12, we get the following for inlet area and angle.
S 1 = (Xsi - XS1)2 (y 1S y 2 S1)
2
,
3 si = tan- I 1Sl - y2Sj
Similarly for the -plane:
Similarly for the exit plane:
XS2 _ S2 = 6XS 2
_Z. 2 ( 0+
(0 +
2)
NB
27j3XS2 (0 N )
- - B)] sin (r - a)
+ - 0- No )] sin (, - a)
NB) N j
+6yS2 (± N) - 6y S2 (0 N )
2)
NB
- (1 - e)c [& (+
cos (r - )
2)] cos ( -
NB cos (Yr - a)
NE
27
NB
- & (0-
And applying the same equations 2.11 and 2.12, we get the following for exit area and angle.
S2 = (XS2 - XS22 + (Y 1S2 - yS2) 2 (2.33)
S- 1 S2 - XS23 S2= tan 8
- yS2 2 (2.34)
Equations 2.31, 2.32, 2.33 and 2.34 are linearized using Maple to get the final linearized form
for the inlet and exit areas and angles. In this formulation, there is no assumption of low
interblade phase angle. The areas and angles of the control volume surfaces are computed
(2.31)
(2.32)
yS 2 _ y2S2 = 
4
NB
+ (1 - eO C 1
4x
N 
~
2(o)
- 0- NB)]
from the positions of the adjacent blades using geometric rules rather than assuming that
they are linear with interblade phase angle about the circumferential position of the blade
being considered. This is another difference with the Gysling and Myers model [6].
2.2.3 Conservation of Mass Across Rotor
From the conservation of mass equation, we obtain the relation for the conservation of mass
across the deforming control volume.
pdV + f p (r -i) dS = 0
where Vr is the velocity relative to the deforming control volume boundaries.
Si + S2Volume, V -- c cos (,r - )2
f1 = - cos(3s 1 )i + sin (#sl)
h2 = cos(3s2)i - sin (3s2)
Applying the conservation of mass equation to the control volume:
0+ 2-m
2N B (S2) dO S 2 COS(3S2)-
NB
2f V27 el dO S2 sin(3s2 )
NB
2B 1) dO S1 cos(3si) 
-
NB
NB
o - -7t9 
-
V(st) dO S sin(3sl)
(2.35)
4,
cos (r NB)NB
S(si) 86X s(D(S1) - blxrel l re1,rel 
- ,rT re
V(Il) = Vi,re - redi,rel OT
where
OT + S2
i7 rel 2
(2.36)
(2.37)
(2) 06X S2
re 2,rel - rel
V2) = V2,rel - S2
,rel -T rel
where
l,rel = D1
'2,rel = 2
V,rel = 1 + V1
and V2 ,rel is defined in equation 2.7. From equations 2.27 to 2.30, we get:
aX S1it a sin (Tr -- ) - eaC c sin (7r - a)
9rel 97rel T rel
6YS q Co + a
- r r -- Z) + - eaC -T r Cos (-r - O)
67 rel 7 7rel
d-S2sin ( - ) + (1 - ea) c - sin (r - )
17rel a rel 97 rel
cos r ) - (1- ea) cos(y -a)
rel Trel 9 rel
(2.38)
(2.39)
(2.40)
(2.41)
(2.42)
(2.43)
(2.44)
(2.45)
(2.46)
The formulation used for the conservation of mass is different from the one used in the
Gysling and Myers model [6]. In the Gysling and Myers model, the mass flows and pressures
are assumed to be constant over each blade passage. In the current model, to retain the
overall effects of interblade phase angle, the inlet and exit mass flows and pressures are
integrated over the control volume.
2.2.4 Conservation of Mass Across Stator
Applying the conservation of mass across the rigid stators leads to the following expression.
02 = 4D3 (2.47)
2.2.5 Pressure Rise Across Rotor
Using the unsteady Bernoulli's equation along a streamline, we obtain the following relation
between the total pressures across the rotor and the flow.
'It,2,rel - t,1,rel = -C - 1r (2.48)7 rel cos(r - ) - r (2.48)
This is the same as the Moore-Greitzer formulation, except for the additional term in the
cosine to account for the inertial length scale change due to blade torsion.
2.2.6 Pressure Rise Across Stator
Similarly, for the pressure rise across the stator row, we get the following.
qt,3 - qt,2 =- cos( - s (2.49)
cos(Y,) a7
2.2.7 Total Pressure Loss
As described in Longley [22], the total pressure loss across each blade row requires a finite
amount of time to develop due to the response time of the blade boundary layers. A first
order time lag is used, which has the effect of reducing the amplitude of response compared
to the quasi-steady case.
For the rotor:
ir1Tr rel= ,quasi-steady 
- r (2.50)
Similarly, for the stator:
7 = 1s,quasi-steady - ls (2.51)
The quasi-steady losses are modeled using empirical relations that relate the total pres-
sure losses to certain relevant flow variables. The empirical loss chracteristics used, and its
implications, will be discussed later in section 2.5.
2.2.8 Force and Moment on the Rotor Blades
The force on the rotor blade at position 0, non-dimensionalized by pU2R, is obtained from
the conservation of momentum equation.
a pV + p V - - dS= -Force - fPidS + pdV
where Vr is the velocity relative to the deforming control volume boundaries, Force is the
force on the rotor blade, and g is the acceleration due to gravity.
Similar to the formulation used in conservation of mass,
SI + S2
Volume, V - ccos (r - )2
tl =- - COS(S1)i + sin (/sI)
h2 = cos(Os2)i - sin (O3s2)
Neglecting the gravitation terms, non-dimensionalizing and solving for the forces in the
axial and circumferential coordinates, we get the following relations for the non-dimensional
forces.
47BF = 1,rel'l,rel d S1 cos(s1) - 2 1,rel( dO S1 sin(s3 1)
2O 2 I
NB NBO+ 2B 0+ 2 07_ 4,re
f+ 2) I1 dO S cos(s) - ( 2) 2 dO S 2 cos(/s2) (2.52)
NB NB
O N B  1,rel + ' 2,rel S + S2 -
O 2 _e + 2 2
SNBNB
r + 2V 0 2rx
Fy= 2NB V,re,.(Sl) dO S1 cos(s1) - NB Vi,re ,V( dO S1 sin(i3sl)
NB NB
f+ 2" W 2;
- 2 , B dO (S2) deO 2 si cos( s) + 2/ N V2,re lV )dO 2 Sin(S2)
NB NB
rel 2, 27r
f ONB T dO S1 sin(/3st) + 2 X2 dO S2 sin(3S2) (2.53)
N B  NB
0- T 0el dO 1 +S2CCOS(7
NB
where
Vbp _ 1,rel +2 ,rel tan -
2,rel 2 tan(y, - a)
The lift force, F, is assumed to act on the center of pressure, which is held constant. The
moment, non-dimensionalized by pU2R2 , is the moment couple produced by the lift force
about the elastic axis, which is also assumed to be constant. The force and moment in
the blade coordinates are defined as follows. As mentioned earlier, the force on the middle
blade is half of that calculated using the control volume.
F = F cos(7 r - 5) - Fx sin(yr - 2.54)
2
Mea = F(ea - cp)C (2.55)
Similar to the conservation of mass, this formulation differs from the Gysling and Myers
model [6] in that the flow and pressure variables are integrated over the control volume
rather than approximated to be constant for each blade passage.
2.3 Structural Model
As described in Dowell [7] and Gysling and Myers [6], the structural model consists of a
typical section with inertial and aerodynamic coupling between bending and torsion. The
mass, stiffness and mechanical damping of the blades are assumed to be constant around the
annulus. An illustration of the model is given in figure 2-5, where cp = cx , -cg = cg
xcp
xcg
Figure 2-5: Schematic of Structural Model
and Gea = x~-chord'
+re  (a 2ea 0 r 2 b +Q F (2.56)
a7 2 rel 2 rel + 2bQb rel bq D
820/ ( ea - cg)C 02q +8 + 2 Iea
2 - + (ea - cg)c 2q + 2(t O + 2  Mea= (2.57)
aT 2 rel C2 (ea - cg) 2 + 62 C2 aT 2 rel 49T rel 'ea
where the mass and moment of inertia (about the elastic axis) parameters are:
D = (2.58)
pR2
lea = D(ea - cg) 2 C2 + Dc 2c 2  (2.59)
Refer to Dowell [7] for a more detailed derivation of the above. The non-dimensional
frequencies are defined as Qb = R and Qt = " for bending and torsion respectively,
UT UT
where wb2 = -~ and Wt 2 = _. Decreasing the blade frequency parameter corresponds to
increasing the rotor tip speed (rotor rotation rate) or decreasing the stiffness of the blade. It
is also directly related to the reduced frequency of the system, defined by wb = Qb C
and "tc = Qt c for bending and torsion respectively. The bending and torsional
mechanical damping parameters are defined as (b = bb and (b =- b respectively, where
bb and bt are effective "dashpot" damping coefficients. Structural damping is dissipative
in nature, so the mechanical damping parameters are always positive. e is the equivalent
radius of gyration of the rotor.
2.4 Model Implementation
Due to the size and complexity of the model, Maple, a symbolic algebra program, is used
to create the model. Although a lot of development time was spent on building the Maple
code, it is much more efficient in testing out different modifications to the model once the
framework is in place.
Below is a brief description of the methodology and sequence used to obtain the state-
space model using Maple.
* Set up and define state variable names. State variables consist of the steady state, real
and imaginary parts of 41, q, a, 1, and Is. For each harmonic above zero, there are 2
states each for 4i, 1, and Is, and 4 states each for q and a. For the zeroth harmonic,
the number of states is half of that, including 1 state for the plenum perturbation
pressure. Therefore, there are 8 states for the zeroth harmonic, and 14 for each higher
harmonic.
* Control volume is defined by linearizing equations 2.31, 2.32, 2.33 and 2.34.
* Flow geometry variables are defined.
* The rotor exit mass flow, 42, is obtained from the conservation of mass equation 2.35.
Inlet pressure is obtained from the inlet duct equation 2.1. Empirical relation for
quasi-steady rotor total pressure loss is defined. Rotor exit pressure is obtained from
equation 2.48
* Empirical relation for quasi-steady stator total pressure loss is defined. Stator exit
pressure is obtained from equation 2.49. The exit pressure from the exit duct formu-
lation is obtained from equation 2.2.
* The force and moment on the blades are obtained from equations 2.54 and 2.55
* The surge equations 2.3 and 2.4 are defined. Plenum pressure perturbation, Vp is
included as another state variable. From the steady state equations, the throttle
parameter and steady state plenum pressure is obtained as functions of steady state
mass flow, bending and torsion.
* Loss lags are incorporated using equations 2.50 and 2.51. Steady state loss functions
are obtained from the empirical quasi-steady loss relations.
* The perturbation exit pressure obtained from the exit duct (equation 2.2) is equated
with the perturbation exit pressure obtained from the stator exit (equation 2.49).
* The structural dynamic equations 2.56 and 2.57 are defined using the force and mo-
ment relation obtained above. The steady state structural dynamic equations yield
the steady state bending and torsional deflection.
* The linearized perturbation equations obtained from the surge, loss lag, exit pressure
and structural dynamic equations form the set of linearized equations to be solved.
The different harmonic terms in each of the equations are separated and collected.
These are then put into the state-space matrix form Zi: = Ax. The current model
has the zeroth and first harmonic, so it has a total of 22 states.
* The Z and A matrix coefficients are then converted into FORTRAN outputs. Various
steady state functions are also converted into FORTRAN outputs to plot steady state
characteristics. To make the transition to the FORTRAN and MATLAB codes easier,
parameters defined in the Maple code are also converted into include files to be used
by the FORTRAN codes and MATLAB mex files so that only the maple code needs
to be updated for minor changes to the model.
Fortran programs are then used to compute and generate data predicted by the model.
Matlab is used to calculate the eigenvalues from the FORTRAN matrix outputs using mex
files to obtain the coefficients of the matrices. Figure 2-6 shows a flow chart of the overall
model implementation. A listing of the current Maple code is given in Appendix C.
2.5 Model Results
The results presented in this section show representative plots obtained using the model.
The parameters used are tabulated in table 2.1. These parameters are representative of a
fan on a modern, high bypass ratio engine. The results illustrate the qualitative behav-
ior between the rotating stall and flutter dynamics predicted by the current model. For
simplicity, only the dynamics associated with the zeroth and first spatial harmonic will be
shown, although results for higher harmonics can be easily computed with the model.
Figure 2-6: Model Implementation Flow Chart
2.5.1 Loss and Deviation Characteristics
The following are the empirical relations used in the current model. The deviation is
assumed to be a linear function of the incidence angle.
devr = kdev, (devconstant + aincrotor,) (2.60)
The quasi-steady loss is also a function of the incidence angle for the respective blade
row. For the rotor and stator, the following relations were used.
1
r,quasi-steady = Irconstant + Klossrotor aincrotor (2.61)
(2.62)Is,quasi-steady = 18constant + Klossstatoraincstator 2 e-3inCstator
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Figure 2-7: Rotor and stator losses as a function of incidence angle
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Plots of the loss equations are given in figure 2-7. It is important here to note that the
loss characteristic functions have to be chosen carefully to reflect the important incidence
effects we expect to get. This is especially true for the rotor loss function, since it has a
strong effect on the blade forces, and thus the flutter effects. To help explain this, refer
back to the argument given in chapter 1 section 1.2. The shape of the lift curve given in
figure 1-2 can be approximated by inverting the loss curve for the current configuration.
The importance here is the shape of the curves. If the loss curve has a maximum for some
positive incidence, it would be equivalent to having a minimum and thus a regain in lift at
very high incidence angles. Refer to figure 2-8 for an illustration. This would mean that
as the incidence is continually increased, the blades would stall, then unstall. But since we
expect the stalled blades to remain stalled as we increase the loading or incidence on the
blades, that particular loss function would not be acceptable. This is particularly important
in the linearized analysis, since the slopes of the loss characteristics determine the stability
of the blades.
stall
maximum /
unstall
Incidence Incidence
Figure 2-8: Illustration of the loss curve versus lift curve
The blade frequencies are assumed to be linearly related to each other by a factor, Qratio.
Qratio = Qb (2.63)
2.5.2 Changes in Compressor Characteristic
The loading on the rotor blades causes a steady state torsional deflection which increases
the amount of turning of the flow through the rotor blades. This corresponds to an increase
in incidence seen by the rotor blades for the same mass flow. This steady state incidence
angle increase corresponds to a shift of the compressor characteristic sideways in 4. The
mass flow would have to be increased in order to achieve the same incidence angle of the
corresponding rigidly bladed case. Therefore, the peak of the compressor characteristic
would shift to the right, occuring at a higher mass flow. For a compressor that has been
matched according to blade angles assumed to be rigid, the peak total to static pressure
rise across the flexibly bladed compressor would also be less than that of a rigidly bladed
case, because the increased turning of the flow through the rotor row would result in an
increase in losses across the stator due to an increase in the angle of incidence seen by the
stators. As the result, the performance and the rotating stall boundary of the compressor
are adversely affected by flexibility, since it causes the peak of the compressor characteristic
to shift to a higher mass flow and to a lower pressure rise. This result is illustrated for our
considered case in figure 2-9.
2.5.3 Stability Results
The eigenvalues for the flutter model are computed and plotted with varying mass flow
in figure 2-10. Decreasing mass flow corresponds to increasing the incidence angle, and
hence loading, on the compressor. The significant eigenvalues are the lightly damped struc-
tural modes seen at approximately their blade frequencies for the zeroth modes, and at
approximately blade frequency plus one and blade frequency minus one for the forward and
backward rotating modes respectively. The rotating stall eigenvalues are seen to cross the
imaginary axis as the mass flow is decreased through the peak of the total to static charac-
teristic. The other highly damped and overdamped eigenvalues are those corresponding to
the loss lags and surge.
In the case considered, the first forward bending mode actually crossed the imaginary
axis at a higher mass flow than the rotating stall mode. A zoom-in of the plot is given in
figure 2-11.
In figure 2-12, the effects of increasing the blade parameter Qb is presented. An increase
in Qb corresponds to an increase in the natural frequency of the blade, or a decrease in the
rotor speed. So as Qb is increased, either the stiffness of the blade has been increased or
the loading on the blade is decreased due to the lower rotor speed. That tends to stabilize
the structural modes as expected. As discussed above, a stiffer blade has a total to static
pressure peak at a lower mass flow. This is also reflected in the rotating stall mode becoming
more stable.
Combining the two eigenvalue analyses above enables us to obtain a flutter stability
map, which is given in figure 2-13. This plot defines the stability boundaries of the model
for the desired operating conditions for the various structural and aerodynamic modes.
Elastic axis Ga 0.45
Center of gravity 'cg 0.35
Center of pressure cp 0.25
Deviation factor kdevr 0.5
Rotor loss factor Kossrotor 5.0
Stator loss factor Kossstator 5.0
Rotor chord c 0.2
Total duct length Lc 1.0
Mass D 5.0
Radius of gyration _ 0.2
Rotor stagger 7r 45 deg
Stator stagger Ys 45 deg
Number of rotor blades NB 20
Stator chord cs 0.2
Greitzer B parameter B 0.1
Mechanical damping - bending (b 0.03
Mechanical damping - torsion (t 0.03
Blade frequency - bending Qb 1.60
Blade frequency ratio Qratio 0.45
Blade metal angle Or 40 deg
Rotor zero incidence angle /zrotor 60 deg
Stator zero incidence angle /zstator 45 deg
Rotor lag Tr 0.45
Stator lag Ts 0.45
Deviation constant devconstant 0.1
Rotor loss constant Irconstant 0.03
Stator loss constant lsconstant 0.03
Table 2.1: List of Non-Dimensional Parameters
e 0.25 ,
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Figure 2-9: Comparison of compressor characteristic between flexible and rigid rotors
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Chapter 3
Validation: Work Per Cycle
In this chapter, the work per cycle analysis is performed on the model, and its results
compared with available data. In all types of flutter, there has to be an input of energy
from the fluid flow to the blade large enough to overome the mechanical damping. This
net input of energy from the airflow can be thought of as aerodynamic damping. If the
net input of energy is positive, the aerodynamic damping is taken to be negative. This
implies that the blade is likely to be unstable if the mechanical damping is less than the
amplitude of the negative aerodynamic damping. If the net input of energy is negative, the
aerodynamic damping would be positive. Since mechanical damping is always positive, the
blade would be stable.
The work per cycle is a measure of the amount of energy input. When the work per
cycle is calculated for a range of interblade phase angles, the least stable condition would be
the one with the highest work input per oscillation, or lowest damping. Therefore, flutter
would most likely occur at an interblade phase angle for which the damping is lowest.
Since the work per cycle is a measure of the work input due to the force on the blades,
this analysis can be used to verify the forcing functions predicted by the model. There
is available data in literature which can be used to compare the aerodynamic damping
predicted by the model. These results can be used to assess the model and determine the
range over which the model can be used with more confidence.
Isolated Rotor
Semi-Actuator Disk
Figure 3-1: Schematic of the system used to calculate work per cycle
3.1 Changes to Model
The current model had to be modified to match the configurations used in the data available.
A schematic of the system used to calculate the work per cycle is shown in figure 3-1. It
consists of an inlet and exit duct with an isolated rotor blade row. The equation for the
inlet duct remains unchanged.
(2.1)N 1 (T) - in
-Re E+ 01On(-) ine
=ReZl n = 7
n=l
The exit duct is reformulated to include downstream swirl because the flow out of the
actuator disk is no longer axial.
N3 = Re[ a ( ( + ( iO) n ein
O
13Re n 87n=l
(3.1)
Most of the equations for the semi-actuator disk remains unchanged. The formulation
for the control volume remains the same as described in chapter 2. The conservation of
mass and pressure rise across the rotor remains unchanged. Since there is only an isolated
rotor, the following relations are used to equate the flow conditions across the null stator
passage.
03 = 42 (2.47)
V3 = V2 (3.2)
X3 = '2 (3.3)
The force and moment equations on the blade remain unchanged
3.2 Work Per Cycle Calculation
As described above, flutter occurs when the unsteady aerodynamic forces and moments
created by periodic blade vibrations do positive aerodymanic work on the blade during
each cycle of vibration and the mechanical damping is insufficient to overcome this work
input.
In the work per cycle calculation, the blade is given a prescribed oscillatory motion. The
work done on the blade over a period of oscillation is the work per cycle. The following are
the expressions for the non-dimensional work per cycle for bending and torsional vibrations.
W = F - dq (3.4)
= M. da (3.5)
The aerodynamic work per cycle can be normalized with respect to the amplitude of
the prescribed motion. This is called the aerodynamic damping parameter, E. Following
the convention used in Bolcs and Fransson [2], this parameter is defined as follows.
7. = (3.6)
rlh*12
Wa
_  (3.7)
where h* is the bending vibration normalized by chord, Ih*l is the amplitude of bending
vibration normalized by chord, and cal is the amplitude of torsional vibration in radians.
The conversion from the work per cycle calculated by the model to the damping param-
eters in 3.6 and 3.7 is given in appendix A. The damping parameter used in the results to
be presented in the following sections is the same as that defined above used in Bolcs and
Fransson [2].
3.3 Results and Comparison
The parameters of interest are the interblade phase angle, Mach number, solidity (defined as
NB), and reduced frequency of the prescribed motion. Given a certain number of blades, a
certain circumferential harmonic corresponds to a certain interblade phase angle. Knowing
the least stable interblade phase angle allows us to predict the mode most likely to go
unstable and exhibit flutter. Although the model is incompressible, compressibility effects
might not be significant for low Mach numbers. Thus comparing the model with another
method with various Mach numbers could allow us to predict a range over which the model
is still valid. A high solidity assumption is inherent in the model because we assume the
flow exiting the rotor to be at the blade metal angle plus a deviation. As such, the solidity
over which the model is valid has to to be tested to check its range of validity. The
reduced frequency parameter is a measure of the amount of unsteadiness in the system. By
comparing the model at different reduced frequencies, the level of unsteadiness acceptable
by the model can be found. The analysis becomes quasi-steady when the reduced frequency
is very low. Therefore, the model should be good at a low Mach number, high solidity and
low reduced frequency. This is reflected in the baseline configuration.
The work per cycle results predicted by the model are computed for a range of interblade
phase angles, Mach numbers, solidity and reduced frequencies. The results are compared
against the results calculated by LINSUB. A brief description of LINSUB is given in ap-
pendix B. Since LINSUB assumes inviscid flow and no flow deflection by the blades, the
work per cycle for the model is computed with no losses and no deviation. Furthermore,
the inlet and exit blade metal angles for the rotor are fixed to be equal to the inlet flow
angle to simulate flat plates.
In the following, the results generated by both the model and LINSUB will be given
for the range of parameters considered, in the form of damping parameter as described in
the previous section. From these results, three main comparisons will be made. The first
is the comparison between the overall damping results predicted by both. This is done
by calculating the difference between the two for each set of parameters considered. This
reflects the variation of the model results from the LINSUB results. A range over which the
variation is maximum will be given. This will signify that over this range of parameters,
the results generated by the model do not differ by an amount greater than that variation.
This shows the overall accuracy of the model compared with LINSUB. Note that in the
plots, a positive difference implies that the damping computed by the model is higher than
that computed by LINSUB. Also note that the aerodynamic damping axis is inverted for
all the plots to resemble the work per cycle plots. So the unstable regions are those above
the horizontal axis of zero.
The second comparison is made by comparing the zero crossings made by both the model
and LINSUB. As described earlier, negative aerodynamic damping has to overcome mechan-
ical damping for flutter to occur. The effective damping caused by mechanical dissipation
is found to be dependent on the reduced frequency. The work per cycle of the mechanical
energy dissipation is found to be -27rbQb 2 DIq|2 and -2irtQt2 IealaI2 for bending and tor-
sion respectively. The formulation for the work per cycle for mechanical damping is given
in appendix A. For a fixed configuration (ie. fixed chord, etc), the mechanical damping
parameter is a function of only the reduced frequency. Plots of these functions converted
into the effective aerodynamic damping parameter E, are given in figures 3-2 and 3-3 for
bending and torsion respectively. The non-dimensional parameters used for these plots
are those given in table 2.1, and the mechanical damping parameters, (b and (t, used are
0.03. The reduced frequency used for most of the results in this chapter is 0.01, except for
those generated for different reduced frequencies. This corresponds to effective aerodynamic
damping parameters of 0.00015 and 0.0015 for bending and torsion respectively. Since these
numbers are very small, they can be taken to be zero as a conservative limit. For a given
set of parameters, the range of interblade phase angles for which the damping is less than
zero is the range for which flutter can occur. Therefore, the zero crossing plots compare
the region of stability predicted by both methods over a certain range of parameters and
interblade phase angles, assuming zero mechanical damping.
The third comparison is made by comparing the positions of minimum damping pre-
dicted by both methods. Flutter is most likely to occur at the point where the work energy
input per cycle is a maximum. This corresponds to the interblade phase angle where the
damping is most negative. Therefore, the positions of minimum damping can be used to
compare the most unstable flutter modes predicted by both methods.
Experimental cascade data is available for the first standard cascade configuration, which
is a standard low subsonic blade profile. The data can be found in the report by Bolcs and
Fransson [2]. The results produced by the current model are also computed and compared
to this cascade configuration.
3.3.1 Baseline Configuration
ea 0.00
cg 0.35
cp 0.25
c 0.873
S1.0
7r 45 deg
NB 72
3r 45 deg
/zrotor 45 deg
Table 3.1: List of Parameters for baseline work per cycle calculation
The parameters listed in table 3.1 are the values used for the baseline configuration.
This configuration represents the system described above with flat plates, no losses and no
deviation. It also has high solidity and low reduced frequency, which is consistent with the
assumptions in the model. The solidity in this case is 10 and the reduced frequency is 0.01,
which corresponds to a Qb and Qt of 0.017. The assumed Mach number is zero, since the
model is incompressible.
Figures 3-4 and 3-5 show the damping as a function of interblade phase angle for the
baseline configuration. It agrees relatively well with LINSUB and it wraps around at 1180
degrees interblade phase angle as expected. The maximum variation in damping is ap-
proximately ±2.0 at ± 130 degrees interblade phase angle for bending and approximately
±3.0 at ± 130 degrees interblade phase angle for torsion. Both methods predict negative
aerodynamic damping to be between 0 and 180 degrees interblade phase angle. The point
of minimum damping is also very close, with LINSUB at 125 degrees and 125 degrees in-
terblade phase angle and the model at 115 degrees and 120 degrees interblade phase angle
for bending and torsion respectively.
3.3.2 Mach Number
Since the current model assumes incompressible flow, compressibility effects in LINSUB are
compared against the baseline incompressible results produced by the model. The model
results are plotted in figures 3-7 and 3-25 for bending and torsion respectively. The range of
Mach numbers considered is from 0 to 0.8. Figures 3-6 and 3-24 show the results generated
by LINSUB as a function of interblade phase angle and Mach number for bending and
torsional vibrations respectively. The difference between the two is computed and plotted
in figures 3-8 and 3-26. Contour plots of the differences between the damping are given
in figures 3-9 and 3-27. For a maximum variation in damping of 2.5, the Mach number
should not exceed 0.2 for bending. The maximum variation is at least 3 for torsion. For a
maximum variation in damping of 5, the Mach number should not exceed 0.37 for bending
and 0.3 for torsion.
The zero crossing plots are given in figures 3-10 and 3-28 for bending and torsional vibra-
tions respectively. Both methods predict zero crossing at 0 and 180 degrees interblade phase
angle for both bending and torsional vibrations for the range of Mach numbers considered.
The minimum damping plots are given in figures 3-11 and 3-29 for bending and torsional
vibrations respectively. For bending vibration, the model predicts minimum damping at
115 degrees for the range of Mach numbers, and LINSUB predicts minimum damping at
125 degrees from 0 to 0.6 Mach number, after which it deviates to 150 degrees interblade
phase angle at a Mach number of 0.8. The results for torsional vibration is similar. The
model predicts minimum damping at 120 degrees and LINSUB predicts it at 125 degrees
until a Mach number of 0.6, after which it deviates to 150 degrees at Mach 0.8.
These results show that the quantitative comparison between the two methods (the
difference between the two) are not too good. There is a maximum variation of 5 for a
Mach number of 0.3. However, the qualitative predictions, in the sense of stability range
and minimum stability, are good. Up to a Mach number of 0.6, both methods predicted
results to within 10 degrees interblade phase angle.
3.3.3 Solidity
Figures 3-12 and 3-30 show the results generated by LINSUB as a function of interblade
phase angle and solidity for bending and torsional vibrations respectively. The correspond-
ing plots for the results generated by the model is given in figures 3-13 and 3-31. The
difference between the two is computed and plotted in figures 3-14 and 3-32. Contour plots
of the differences between the damping are given in figures 3-15 and 3-33. For the range
of solidity between 1 and 10, the maximum variation in damping between the model and
LINSUB is approximately 2.5 for bending and 3 for torsional vibrations.
The zero crossing plots are given in figures 3-16 and 3-34 for bending and torsional
vibrations respectively. The model predicts zero crossing at 0 and 180 degrees interblade
phase angle for both bending and torsion. As for LINSUB in bending vibration, it predicts
zero crossing at 0 and 180 degrees for a solidity of 1, after which it spreads gradually to 0
and 235 degrees at a solidity of 6 and then back down to 0 and approximately 180 degrees
for a solidity from 8 to 10. For torsional vibration, the results are similar to that of bending,
except that the region of instability narrows instead of widening, to 0 and 125 degrees at a
solidity of 6.
The minimum damping plots are given in figures 3-17 and 3-35 for bending and torsional
vibrations respectively. For bending vibration, the model predicts minimum damping at
115 degrees for the range of solidity, and LINSUB predicts minimum damping at about 20
degrees for a solidity from 0 to 7, after which it jumps to 125 degrees interblade phase angle
at a solidity from 8 to 10. For torsional vibration, the model predicts minimum damping
at about 120 degrees for a solidity of 2 to 10 and LINSUB predicts it at about 5 degrees
until a solidity of 7, after which it jumps to 125 degrees between a solidity of 8 and 10.
The quantitative results are better than that for higher Mach numbers, with a maximum
variation of 2.5 for bending and 3 for torsion over the range of solidity between 1 and 10.
The qualitative results, however, are only good for high solidities between 8 and 10 (and
possibly for solidities greater than 10 too).
3.3.4 Reduced Frequency
Figures 3-18 and 3-36 show the results generated by LINSUB as a function of interblade
phase angle and reduced frequency for bending and torsional vibrations respectively. The
corresponding plots for the results generated by the model is given in figures 3-19 and 3-37.
The difference between the two is computed and plotted in figures 3-20 and 3-38. Contour
plots of the differences between the damping are given in figures 3-21 and 3-39. For the
range of reduced frequency between 0.01 and 1, the maximum variation in damping between
the model and LINSUB is less than approximately 3 for bending vibrations. For torsional
vibrations, the reduced frequency has to be less than 0.2 for a maximum variation of 5.
The zero crossing plots are given in figures 3-22 and 3-40 for bending and torsional
vibrations respectively. The model predicts zero crossing at 0 and 180 degrees interblade
phase angle for both bending and torsion. For LINSUB in bending vibration, it predicts
zero crossing at 0 and approximately 190 degrees for a reduced frquency below 0.15, after
which it predicts zero crossings between 0 and 210 degrees and between -10 and -90 degrees
interblade phase angle for reduced frequencies above 0.15. For torsional vibration, LINSUB
predicts zero crossings between 0 and about 170 degrees for a reduced frequency below 0.17.
Between a reduced frequency of 0.17 and 0.52, there are two zero crossings between 0 and
180 degrees interblade phase angle. Above a reduced frequency of 0.52, LINSUB predicts
positive damping for all interblade phase angles.
The minimum damping plots are given in figures 3-23 and 3-41 for bending and torsional
vibrations respectively. For bending vibration, the model predicts minimum damping at
roughly 115 degrees and LINSUB predicts minimum damping at about 125 degrees for the
range of reduced frequency. For torsional vibration, the model predicts minimum damping
at about 115 degrees for the range of reduced frequency and LINSUB predicts it at about
120 degrees for a reduced frequency below 0.5, after which it jumps to 5 degrees between
reduced frequencies of 0.6 and 1.
The quantitative results for bending are comparable to the ones obtained by varying
solidity. But for torsion, the reduced frequency has to be less than 0.2 for a maximum
variation of 4. The zero crossing is good for a reduced frequency below 0.15. The minimum
damping is good for the range of reduced frequencies for bending, but has to be less than
0.5 to be reasonable for torsional vibrations.
3.3.5 First Standard Cascade Configuration
The parameter values used for the model are given in table 3.2. The Mach number,
solidity and reduced frequency used in the data are 0.18, 1.33 and 0.122 respectively. A
ea 0.00
Ecg 0.35
cp 0.25
c 0.116
0.44523
Yr 55 deg
NB 72
fir 62.5 deg
Ozrotor 60 deg
Table 3.2: List of Parameters for first standard cascade configuration work per cycle calculation
plot of the damping calculated by the model, LINSUB and the experimental cascade data
is given in figure 3-42. The maximum variation between the model and data is about 0.8
and the maximum variation between the LINSUB and data is about 1. The model predicts
zero crossing at 0 and 180 degrees. LINSUB predicts it at 0 and 160 degrees. The data
has it at 0 and 160 degrees. Both the model and LINSUB predicts minimum damping
at approximately 30 degrees interblade phase angle. Tha cascade data shows a minimum
damping at approximately 60 degrees interblade phase angle.
The zero crossing predicted by the model agrees well with the data and the minimum
damping point is off by about 30 degrees.
3.4 Summary
Overall, the model do not produce good quantitative results. Refering to figure 3-3, for
a mechanical damping parameter of 0.03, the effective aerodynamic damping for bending
vibration goes up to 1.2 for a reduced frequency of 1. Looking at figures 3-27, 3-33 and 3-39,
the maximum variation is either close to or exceeds 1.2 for low Mach numbers, high solidities
and low reduced frequencies. Therefore, the model may predict flutter at a particular
condition when LINSUB predicts otherwise.
However, the model does predict the negative damping boundaries and minimum sta-
bility point well (within ± 15 degrees) for certain ranges of parameters. Refering to figures
3-10, 3-11, 3-28 and 3-29, the damping sign is predicted equally by both methods and the
minimum damping positions differ only by about 10 degrees up to a Mach number of 0.6 for
both bending and torsional vibrations. Refering to figures 3-16, 3-17, 3-34 and 3-35, both
zero crossings and lowest damping are predicted to within 15 degrees for a solidity greater
than 8 for both bending and torsional vibrations. For reduced frequency in bending (refer
to figures 3-22 and 3-23), the zero crossings are within 15 degrees for a reduced frequency
of less than 0.15, and the lowest damping is predicted to within 15 degrees for a reduced
frequency less than 1. For torsion, (refer to figures 3-40 and 3-41), the zero crossing is good
to within 15 degrees for a reduced frequency less than 0.17 and the lowest damping is good
to within 10 degrees for a reduced frequency less than 0.5.
Therefore, overall qualitatively, for zero mechanical damping, both methods will predict
the same instabilty regions (to within ± 15 degrees) for Mach numbers below 0.8, solidi-
ties greater than 8 and reduced frequencies less than 0.15 for both bending and torsional
vibrations. For least stable interblade phase angle predictions, both methods will give the
results to within ± 15 degrees for a Mach number below 0.6, solidity greater than 8 and a
reduced frequency less than 0.5 for both bending and torsional vibrations.
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Figure 3-2: Mechanical damping as a function of reduced frequency in bending vibration
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Figure 3-3: Mechanical damping as a function of reduced frequency in torsional vibration
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Figure 3-7: Damping as a function of interblade phase angle and Mach number in bending vi-
bration calculated by model
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Figure 3-8: Difference in damping between model and LINSUB as a function of interblade phase
angle and Mach number in bending vibration
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Figure 3-9: Contour plot of difference in damping between model and LINSUB as a function of
interblade phase angle and Mach number in bending vibration
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Figure 3-11: Minimum damping positions for model and LINSUB as a function of interblade
phase angle and Mach number in bending vibration
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Figure 3-23: Minimum damping positions for model and LINSUB as a function of interblade
phase angle and reduced frequency in bending vibration
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Figure 3-29: Minimum damping positions for model and LINSUB as a function of interblade
phase angle and Mach number in torsional vibration
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Figure 3-31: Damping as a function of interblade phase angle and solidity in torsional vibration
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Figure 3-32: Difference in damping between model and LINSUB as a function of interblade phase
angle and solidity in torsional vibration
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Figure 3-33: Contour plot of difference in damping between model and LINSUB as a function
of interblade phase angle and solidity in torsional vibration
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Figure 3-36: Damping as a function of interblade phase angle and reduced frequency in torsional
vibration calculated by LINSUB
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vibration calculated by model
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Chapter 4
Control Studies
In this chapter, two control schemes are incorporated into the model and a constant gain
feedback control is applied to the system to study its effects. The two control schemes used
are the tip clearance control and on-blade piezo control. The modeling and application of
these are described in the following sections.
The parameters used for the following results are the same as that in table 2.1 used in
chapter 2. It has a solidity of 0.64 and a reduced frequency of approximately 0.29 for the
range of mass flow considered. Although it is not within the reasonable range discussed in
the previous chapter for good zero crossing or minimum damping predictions, this exercise
demonstrates the flexibilty of the reduced order model to incorporate control models and do
a preliminary investigation of its effects. To achieve the acceptable range of solidities and
reduced frequencies discussed in the previous chapter, the current parameters would have to
be modified to an extent that they would not reflect those of a modern engine configuration.
In the following, a forward bending vibration instabilty at an interblade phase angle of 18
degrees is considered. Looking back at the qualitative comparisons with LINSUB, we could
expect the damping predicted by the model to be of the correct sign. Some additional work
would have to be done to the model to possibly improve its fidelity; this will be discussed
in the next chapter.
4.1 Tip Clearance Control
As discussed in previous chapters, the forcing on the blades caused by the fluid determines
the amount of energy input or damping of the blades, and the amount of damping determines
the onset of flutter. Therefore, one might control the onset of flutter if the forcing on the
blade can be controlled in some way. The amount of force exerted on the blades is related
to the amount of pressure rise across the blade passages, or the compressor characteristic.
This can be seen clearly in equations 2.52 and 2.53 by taking out the momentum flux terms
and leaving only the pressure terms. One way of perturbing the compressor characteristic
is by varying the amount of tip clearance around the annulus. This could be done in the
stationary frame by an array of servo-mechanical or piezo-mechanical actuators distributed
around the annulus. It may also be accomplished with MEMS (Micro Electro Mechanical
Systems) puffers. The effects of tip clearance on axial compressors can be found in the
paper by Graf et al [23].
In the current model, changes to the compressor characteristic through tip clearance can
be achieved by changing the loss characteristics. A simple tip clearance model would be to
shift the compressor characteristic up or down by a certain amount. This is equivalent to
shifting the loss characteristic down or up respectively. The equation that models the tip
clearance effects is as follows.
Ir,quasi-steady - lrconstant + KIossrotorincrotor 2 - Ku (4.1)
where K is the gain, which is nominally set to 1. The current values of Irconstant and
Klossrotor are 0.03 and 5 respectively.
A study of sensor-actuator schemes was done by Hendricks and Gysling [10] for rotating
stall control, and it was found that axial velocity sensing performed best. So the input to
the loss characteristic is as follows.
u = Z¢ (4.2)
where ¢ here is the axial velocity upstream of the compressor, and Z constitutes a magnitude
and phase lag.
According to Graf [12], for a number of compressors with clearances between 1.5% and
8% of chord, a 1% increase in clearance produces approximately a 5% decrease in peak
pressure rise. A plot of the change in compressor characteristic brought about by a vertical
shift in loss characteristic of ± 0.01 is shown in figure 4-1. For a change in loss characteristic
of ± 0.01, there is an approximately 5% change in the peak pressure rise. Therefore, the
0.01 change in loss characteristic can be thought as a 1% change in tip clearance. It is
further assumed that the maximum control deflection of the actuator occurs when the axial
velocity perturbation is at 5% of its mean flow. Assuming a maximum control power of 1%
tip clearance and a mean flow of 0.5, the magnitude of Z is 0.4. There is assumed to be no
lag time between the sensor and actuator, and no actuator dynamics. See Vo [32] for details
on the effects of actuator dynamics and the effects of external dynamics such as filter time
lags and computer computation lags.
A plot of the stability boundary by varying the phase input is given in figure 4-2 for
different values of feedback gain. A control power of 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 corresponds to 0.5%,
1% and 1.5% maximum tip clearance power respectively. This plot also shows that tip
clearance control for flutter adversely affects the rotating stall stability. A compensator
could be used to improve both the flutter and rotating stall stability, but this won't be
covered here.
The root locus plot is given in figure 4-3 for a phase angle of 90 degrees. A zoom-in
on the structural modes is shown in figure 4-4. The structural poles are stabilized and the
rotating stall modes destablized as gain is increased. However, for moderate gains, such
as a gain of 2 shown in the plots as +'s, both the structural and rotating stall modes are
stabilized. The zeros of the system are predicted by introducing very high gains.
The root locus plot for a phase of -90 degrees is given in figure 4-5 and a zoom-in on the
structural modes in figure 4-6. This is the case where the control would decrease the flutter
stability margin. We see the structural modes head to the right of the imaginary axis as
the gain is increased.
4.2 Piezo Control
Another method of controlling blade vibration is by actuating the blade itself. This can
be done by on-blade piezo actuators. The piezos can work against the blade displacement,
thereby "stiffening" the blade, or it can work with the blade displacement and "soften" the
blade.
The modeling of the piezo is straightforward. It is included as a term in the blade
displacement equation.
q = 1eine + Ku (4.3)
where q here is the complex time dependent variable.
Similarly,
u = ZO (4.4)
where q here is the axial velocity upstream of the compressor, and Z constitutes a magnitude
and phase lag.
Similar to the previous section, it is assumed that the maximum control power of the
piezo actuator occurs when the axial velocity perturbation is at 5% of its mean flow. Recent
studies on a composite, light weight research blade showed that a 1 degree deflection in
torsion about half chord can be achieved by piezo actuators. Assuming that 4% of the
above can be achieved by an actual metal blade, and using a non-dimensionalized chord
and mean flow of 0.2 and 0.5 respectively, we get a Z magnitude of 0.0028.
A plot of the stability margin by varying the phase input is given in figure 4-7 for
different values of control power. A control power of 0.0014, 0.0028 and 0.0056 corresponds
to being able to achieve 2%, 4% and 8% respectively of that achieved in the test blade.
Since the main effect of the piezo actuators is the non-axisymmetric stiffening and softening
of the blades, it does not affect the compressor characteristic. Therefore the stall margin
stays the same.
The root locus plot is given in figure 4-8 for a phase angle of 0 degrees. A zoom-in of the
structural modes is given in figure 4-9. This is the case where the piezo would destabilize
the first forward bending mode, as can be seen on the plot as the gain is increased.
The root locus plot for a phase of 150 degrees is given in figure 4-10. A zoom-in of the
structural modes is given in figure 4-11. This is the case where the control would stabilize
the first forward bending mode, as is shown in the plot. However, it tends to destabilize
the backward bending and torsional modes for high gains. For moderate gains, such as a
gain of 2 shown in the plots as +'s, all the structural modes are stabilized.
4.3 Summary
Of the two cases considered, the tip clearance control seems to be better. Although it
destabilizes the rotating stall modes, it stabilizes all the other structural modes for mod-
erate values of gain. The bending piezo control does not destabilize rotating stall, but it
destabilizes other structural modes for higher values of gain. Some of the shortcomings
stated above might be solved by adding an appropriate compensator. This is just a prelim-
inary study on a simple constant gain feedback control design. More control studies would
have to be done to better assess the control schemes. This will be mentioned in the next
chapter.
The flexibility of the current framework to incorporate control models is also demon-
strated. Although only two control schemes are presented, the model is not limited to
these.
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Chapter 5
Concluding Remarks
5.1 Summary
A reduced order system model has been developed that can be used to study parametric
trends and predict stability boundaries. Results show the right trends predicted by the
model, and a stability boundary map that has the right characteristics.
The blade forcing function of the model is validated against LINSUB and a set of
experimental cascade data. A range of parameters over which the model is expected to
produce reasonable qualitative results is determined. The results match reasonably well
with experimental data. Also, the work per cycle results wrap around at + 180 degrees
interblade phase angle as expected.
The ability of the model to be used for preliminary control studies has been demon-
strated. A tip clearance control scheme and an on-blade piezo control scheme is compared.
Stability phase maps were obtained using the model to predict stability margin extensions.
5.2 Recommendations for Future Work
Further research and development is necessary in certain areas of this work. Although the
qualitative results predicted by the model is encouraging, much can be done to improve the
accuracy of the model.
CFD cascade studies may reveal important flow dynamics or flow variations that can
be adapted and included in the model in a reduced order sense. Particular attention should
be paid to the flow conditions at the exit of the blade passages. A good blade exit flow
model should enhance the range of accuracy in solidity and overall results. A lower solidity
would more closely resemble actual compressors, since the solidities of compressors are
generally significantly less than 8. The CFD studies can also predict the form and function
for the empirical relations (losses and deviation) used in the model. Short of having actual
experimental data, this should enhance the model at least to the level of higher order CFD
models. Other physical effects that may require further investigation are the effects of flow
blockage due to separation and the effects of inter-blade row spacing.
A more involved improvement to the model would be to include compressibility effects.
This is important if the model is to be applied to high speed engines. A suggestion for a
reduced order subsonic compressible model is the inclusion of a Mach number correction,
similar to the Prandtl-Glauert correction, to specific terms in the model.
A non-linear model can also be developed to study the non-linear interactions between
flutter, rotating stall and surge. It will also allow incorporation of non-linear controls.
The control studies can be made more realistic by adding actuator and external dynam-
ics. Compensation and dynamical control can be implemented to have a more complete
control systems study.
Appendix A
Work Per Cycle Conversions
A.1 Work Per Cycle to Aerodynamic Damping
The work per cycle calculated by the model is non-dimensionalized as follows.
W= F. dq = pUR Force -dh
W, = M- da = R2 Moment -da
(A.1)
(A.2)
The parameters used for non-dimensionalization in Bolcs and Fransson [2] are the rotor
chord for the length scale, and the relative velocity for speed. The aerodynamic damping
is defined as:
= Wh 1 Force - dh
* h*|2  12=h* = 7rh*2 =-rpU2,flh2
Wa 1
S7 a 2 rpUf(C*)2 aI 2 Momer1.a
(A.3)
(A.4)
where c* here is the actual (dimensional) rotor chord.
Substituting the dimensional work per cycles in the above equations, the following con-
version from the work per cycle calculated by the model to the aerodynamic damping defined
above is obtained.
1 W
h' = q (A.5)7(1+ 4p) q12
1 W
S (1 + O/)c2 1212  (A.6)
A.2 Mechanical Damping
The non-dimensional mechanical damping force and moment for bending and torsional
vibrations are as follows.
Fmech,q = - 2 bQbDrel (A.7)
Mmech,q = -2(tQtIea'rel (A.8)
For a purely sinusoidal vibrations with non-dimensional frequencies of Qb and Qt for
bending and torsional oscillations respectively, the following results are obtain for the me-
chanical work per cycle.
Wmech,q = -2(bbD feldr = -2r(bQ2 Dq12 (A.9)
Wmech,q = -2(tQtIea f 2edT = -2r(tQ Ieaa 2  (A.10)
Using the same formulation as the previous section, and noting that the reduced fre-
quencies for bending and torsional vibrations are defined as fb = -~- and ft = Qc
respectively, the effective aerodynamic damping for mechanical dissipation is obtained as
follows.
mech,h bfD (A.11)
2-tft2ea
'mech,a 4 (A.12)
Appendix B
LINSUB
The following is a brief description of LINSUB. The program calculates the unsteady two-
dimensional linearized subsonic flow in cascades in travelling wave formulation, using the
theory published in Smith [31]. The blades are assumed to be flat plates operating at zero
incidence. There is no steady blade loading and the mainstream flow passes through the
cascade undeflected. Effects of viscosity are neglected, and therefore there are no boundary
layers on the blades and the flow follows the blade surface without stalling. The interblade
phase angle is assumed to be constant between each blade and is an integer fraction of
2r. The flow is subsonic and isentropic. Both the pressure jump and lift and moment
coefficients are computed for different options:
* Translational vibration of the blades normal to their chord
* Torsional vibration of the blades about the origin at the leading edge
* Sinusoidal wakes shed from some obstructions upstream, which move relative to the
cascade in question
* Incoming acoustic waves, coming from downstream
* Incoming acoustic waves, coming from upstream
Appendix C
Maple Code Listing
The following are the listing of the Maple codes that generate the model. There are three
files. "mk_stflutl2_3.mv3" generates the state variables, "flutlib12_3.mv3" contains the
library of Maple subroutines used, and "flutl2_3.mv3" is the main Maple code that reads in
the above two files and generates the model.
Filename : mkstflutl2_3.mv3
Maverick TM Wong
Gas Turbine Laboratory
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
77 Massachusetts Avenue, Room 31-230
Cambridge, MA 02141
Tel: (617) 258-8512
Fax: (617) 258-6093
This program makes the states for the
linear flutter model version 2.3
Date written: 16 Dec 96
Last modified: 16 Dec 96 (Mav)
var_list := [q,a,phil,lr,ls];
deriv_flag := [1,1,0,0,0];
harm_list := [xkharm];
stateflag := 2;
if (has(var_list,a) = true) then
flutter flag_a := 1;
else
flutterflag a := 0;
fi;
if (has(var_list,q) = true) then
flutter_flag q := 1;
else
flutter_flag_q := 0;
fi;
names
1 for
0 for
1 for
2 for
for variables (for states)
2nd deriv, 0 for ist deriv
# how many harmonics and which harmonic
surge only,
no surge (rs only),
all
state_list := [];
state_list_2 := [];
dstate_list := [];
dstate_list state := [];
state_list_p := [];
state_list_p_2 := [];
state_list_z := [];
state_list z 2 := [];
state_list_sub := [];
dstate_list sub := [];
collect_list := [];
coeffs_collect_list :=
param list := [];
int_list := [];
sumq := q_ss*flutter_flag_q; sum_alpha := alpha_ss*flutter_flaga; sum_phil := phil_ss;
sum_lr :=0; sum_ls := 0; sumvl := 0;
Filename : mkstflutl2_3.mv3
nvar := nops(var_list); # number of variables
nharm := nops(harm_list); # number of harmonics
# build variables into states and build list of states
if state_flag <> 1 then
for j from 1 to nvar do
var := varlist[j];
k := 0;
var_rl := ''.var.k.rl;
state list sub := [ op(state_list_sub), var_rl ];
var_rl := ''.var.k.rl(t);
state_list := [ op(state_list), var_rl ];
statelist_z := [ op(state list z), var_rl ];
if var = 'q' then
sum_q := sum_q + var_rl;
elif var = 'phil' then
sum_phil := sum_phil + var_rl;
elif var = 'a' then
sum_alpha := sumalpha + var_rl;
elif var = 'lr' then
sum_lr := sum_lr + var_rl;
int_list := [op(int list),''.var.k.rl]:
elif var = 'ls' then
sum_ls := sum_ls + var_rl;
int_list := [op(int_list), ''.var.k.rl]:
fi;
if deriv_flag[j] = 1 then
state_list_2 := [ op(state_list 2), var_rl ];
state_list z 2 :=[ op(state_list_z_2), var_rl ];
dvar_rl := v.var.k.rl;
dstate list_sub := [ op(dstate_list_sub), dvar_rl ];
dvar rl := v.var.k.rl(t);
dstatelist := [ op(dstatelist), dvar_rl ];
dstate_list_state := [ op(dstate_list_state), var_rl ];
fi;
od;
fi;
if state_flag >= 1 then
for j from 1 to nvar do
var := var_list[j];
for i from 1 to nharm do
k := harm_list[i];
var_rl := ''.var.k.rl;
var_im := ''.var.k.im;
state_list_sub := [ op(state list sub), var_rl, varim ];
var_rl := ''.var.k.rl(t);
var_im := '.var.k.im(t);
state_list := [ op(state_list), var_rl, var_im ];
state_list_p := [ op(statelist_p), var_rl, var_im ];
if var = 'q' then
Filename : mkst flutl2_3.mv3
sum_q := sum_q + var_rl*cos(k*theta) -
var_im*sin(k*theta);
elif var = 'phil' then
sumphil := sum_phil + var rl*cos(k*theta) -
var_im*sin(k*theta);
sum_vl := sum_vl - var_rl*sin(k*theta) -
var_im*cos(k*theta);
elif var = 'a' then
sum_alpha := sum_alpha + var_rl*cos(k*theta) -
var_im*sin(k*theta);
elif var = 'ir' then
sum_ir := sum_lr + var_rl*cos(k*theta) -
var_im*sin(k*theta);
int_list := [op(int_list),"'.var.k.rl, ''.var.k.im]:
elif var = 'is' then
sum_is := sum_is + varrl*cos(k*theta) -
var_im*sin(k*theta);
intlist := [op(int list),"''.var.k.rl,"''.var.k.im]:
fi;
if derivflag[j] = 1 then
state_list_2 := [ op(state_list 2), var_rl, var im ];
state_list_p_2 := [ op(state_list_p_2), var_rl, var_im ];
dvar_rl := v.var.k.rl;
dvar_im := v.var.k.im;
dstate list_sub := [ op(dstate_list sub), dvar_rl, dvarim ];
dvar_rl := v.var.k.rl(t);
dvar_im := v.var.k.im(t);
dstatelist := [ op(dstatelist), dvar rl, dvar_im ];
dstate list_state := [ op(dstate list state), var_rl, var_im ];
fi;
od;
od;
fi;
for i from 1 to nharm do
k := harm list[i];
collect_list := [op(collect_list), cos(k*theta), sin(k*theta)];
od;
if nops(harm_list) > 0 then
if (type(op(harm_list),string) = false) then
for i from 1 to max(op(harmlist)) do
coeffs_collect_list := [op(coeffs_collect_list), cos(i*theta), sin(i*theta)];
od;
else
k := harm_list[l];
coeffscollect list := [op(coeffs_collect_list), cos(k*theta), sin(k*theta)];
fi;
fi;
param_list_l := [op(param_list), xiEA, xiCG, xiCP, kDEV r, KLoss rotor,
KLoss_stator, crotor, clength, Dmass, epsilon, phil_ss,
gamma_r, gamma_stator, NB, cstator, Bparam,
zetab, zetat, Qb, Qt, beta_r, betabar_zr, betabar_zs, At,
tau_r, tau_s, q_ss, alpha_ss, vl_ss, xkharm, DEVcon,
ircon, iscon 1;
Filename : mk_stflutl2_3.mv3
paramlist_2 := [ singamr, cosgamr, sinalpss, cosalpss, sinsigo2, cossigo2,
sinkdevr, coskdevr, sinkdalp, coskdalp, sinkdbzr, coskdbzr,
sinkdcon, coskdcon, sinbetar, cosbetar, sinkdfunc, coskdfunc];
# param_list includes "defined functions" parameters for common statements
param_list := [op(param_list), op(param_list_l), op(param_list_2)];
# param_list matlab has only specified parameters in read files
param_list_matlab := param_list_1;
# Integer list : To be included in REAL statements in FORTRAN output
int_list := [op(int_list), kDEV_r, KLoss_rotor, KLossstator, NB, Ir_con, ls_con]:
q := sum_q;
alpha := sum alpha;
phil := sum_phil;
Ir := sum_lr;
ls := sum_is;
vl := sum_vl;
Filename : flut_lib_12_3.mv3
# Maverick TM Wong
# Gas Turbine Laboratory
# Massachusetts Institute of Technology
# 77 Massachusetts Avenue, Room 31-230
# Cambridge, MA 02141
# Tel: (617) 258-8512
# Fax: (617) 258-6093
# Maple library for the
# linear flutter model version 2.3
# Date written: 16 Dec 96
# Last modified: 8 July 97 (May)
printlevel save := printlevel:
printlevel := -1:
# kill higher order terms routine using mtaylor
kill_taylor := proc(key, func, kill_list, kill_degree)
local localfl, x_kill_list, nterms, nx, xsub, i;
localfl := func;
xkill list := [];
nx := nops(kill_list);
for i from 1 to nx do
x_kill list := [ op(xkill_list), x.i ];
xsub := op(i,kill_list) = x.i
localfl := subs(xsub,localfl);
od;
nterms := nops(localfl);
print (' ---- KILL TAYLOR : ',key,-- --------- );
print (' Number in : ',nterms);
localfl := mtaylor(localfl,x kill_list,kill degree);
for i from 1 to nx do
xsub := x.i = op(i,kill list);
localfl := subs(xsub,localfl);
od;
nterms := nops(localfl);
print (' Number out : ',nterms);
localfl := convert(localfl,fraction);
RETURN (localfl);
end;
# kill perturbation terms routine
Filename : flutlib 12_3.mv3
kill_terms := proc(func, kill_list)
local localfl, y_kill list, nterms, ny, ysub, i;
localfl := func;
y_kill_list := [];
if ( type(kill_list,list) = true and nops(kill_list) > 0 ) then
ny := nops(kill_list);
for i from 1 to ny do
y_kill_list := [ op(y_kill_list),
ysub := op(i,kill_list) = y.i ;
localfl := subs(ysub,localfl);
od;
localfl := eval(localfl);
localfl := sort(localfl,y_kill_list);
nterms := nops(localfl);
print (' ------- KILL_TERMS --------- ');
print (' Number in : ',nterms);
for i from 1 to ny do
ysub := y.i = 0 ;
localfl := subs(ysub,localfl);
od;
localfl := eval(localfl);
localfl := sort(localfl,y_killlist);
nterms := nops(localfl);
print (' Number out : ',nterms);
y.i ];
else
print (' ------- bypassed KILL_TERMS --------- );
fi:
RETURN (localfl);
end;
Collect equations into coefficients and variables in lists
get eqns := proc(key, func_type, func, vectl, vect2, collect_list, coeffscollect_list)
# if functype = 0
# if func_type = 1
# if func_type = 2
just zero eqns in func
just pert eqns in func
pert & zero eqns in func
local i, localfl, localf2, localf3, ncoll;
print (' ---- GET_EQNS ',key,' -------- );
localfl := func;
Filename : flut lib_12 3.mv3
if func_type = 0 then
vect2[l] := 1:
vectl[l] := localfl:
else
ncoll := nops (collect_list):
if func_type = 2 then
ncoll := ncoll + 1:
fi;
vect2[l := ncoll:
for i from 1 to ncoll do
vectl[i] := 0:
od:
if func_type = 2 then
localf2 := kill terms(localfl,killlistpert):
localf3 := eval(localfl 
- localf2):
else
fi;
localf3 := localfl
collect_eqns(key, localf3, vectl, collect_list, coeffs_collect_list):
if func_type = 2 then
vectl[ncoll] := localf2:
fi;
end;
# Write include file for matrix
fwrite_matrix_include := proc(func,funcname,num,fname)
local localfl, i, j;
interface (quiet=true);
appendto(fname);
for i from 1 to num do
for j from 1 to num do
if func[i,j] <> 0 then
localfl := ' '.funcname.'('.i.','.j.') =
.funcname._.i._.i.' (status)':
printf('%s \n',localfl):
od:
appendto(fname):
writeto(terminal);
interface (quiet=false);
end;
# Write matrix coefficient functions
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fwrite_matrix_func := proc(func,funcname,num,subinglist,fname)
local localfl, localf2, i, j;
for i from 1 to num do
for j from 1 to num do
if func[i,j] <> 0 then
localfl := ''.funcname._.i..j:
fwrite header(localfl,fname):
localf2 := subs(subinglist,func[i,j]):
fortran(localf2, mode=double, filename=fname):
fwrite_footer(localfl,fname):
fi:
od:
od:
end;
# Write header file for FORTRAN outputs
# Currently, the FUNC_HEADER file contains the following three lines
# include "comother.inc"
# include "comstates.inc"
# include "comparams.inc"
fwrite_header := proc(funcname,fname)
local localfl;
interface(quiet=true):
appendto(fname):
localfl := ' double precision function '.funcname.'(status)':
while localfl <> 0 do
printf('%s \n',localfl):
localfl := readline('FUNC_HEADER'):
od:
appendto(fname):
writeto(terminal):
interface(quiet=false):
end;
# Write footer file for FORTRAN outputs
# Currently, the FUNC_HEADER file contains the following two lines
# RETURN
# END
fwritefooter := proc(funcname,fname)
local localfl;
interface(quiet=true):
appendto(fname):
localfl := ' '.funcname.' = tO':
while localfl <> 0 do
printf('%s \n',localfl):
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localfl := readline('FUNC_FOOTER'):
od:
appendto(fname):
writeto(terminal):
interface(quiet=false):
end;
Write include files for states
fwrite_state_include := proc(st_list,fname)
local localfl, localf2, i, nst;
nst := nops(st_list):
interface(quiet=true);
appendto(fname);
for i from 1 to nst do
localfl :=
localf2 :=
printf('%s
od:
appendto(fname):
writeto(terminal);
interface(quiet=false);
end;
op(i,st_list):
' state('.i.') = '.localfl:
\n',localf2) :
fwrite_state_include_2 := proc(st_list,fname)
local localfl, localf2, i, nst;
nst := nops(st_list):
interface(quiet=true);
appendto(fname);
for i from 1 to nst do
localfl :
localf2 :=
printf('%s
od:
appendto(fname):
writeto(terminal);
interface(quiet=false);
end;
Write function to FORTRAN output
op(i,st_list):
' '.localfl.' = state('.i.')':
\n',localf2):
fwrite_function := proc(func,funcname,fname)
local localfl;
localfl := 'func '.funcname:
fwrite_header(localfl,fname):
fortran(func, mode=double, filename=fname):
fwrite footer(localfl,fname):
end;
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# Write function to FORTRAN output that requires state feedthru
fwrite_function_RHS := proc(func,funcname,state_list,state_list_sub,fname)
local localfl,localf2,localf3,localf4,nst,i,v_state_list;
localf2 := func:
nst:=nops(state_list):
v_state_list := []:
for i from 1 to nst do
localf3 := op(i,state_list):
localf3 := diff(localf3,t):
localf4 := op(i,state_list_sub):
localf4 := 'v'.localf4:
localf2 := subs(localf3=localf4,localf2):
v_state_list := [op(v_state_list),localf4]:
localf3 := op(i,state_list):
localf4 := op(i,state_list_sub):
localf2 := subs(localf3=localf4,localf2):
od:
localfl := funcname:
fwrite_header_2(localfl,fname,v_statelist):
fortran(localf2, mode=double, filename=fname):
fwrite_footer(localfl,fname):
end;
00
# Write header file for fwritefunction RHS
fwrite_header_2 := proc(funcname,fname,v_state_list)
local localfl,nst,i,localf2;
nst := nops(v_state_list):
interface(quiet=true):
appendto(fname):
localfl := ' double precision function '.funcname.'(theta,':
printf('%s \n',localfl):
for i from 1 to (nst-l) do
localf2 := op(i,v_state_list):
localfl := ' # '.localf2.',1:
printf('%s \n',localfl):
od:
localf2 := op(nst,v state_list):
localfl := ' # '.localf2.')':
while localfl <> 0 do
printf('%s \n',localfl):
localfl := readline('FUNC_HEADER'):
od:
appendto(fname):
writeto(terminal):
interface(quiet=false):
end;
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# Write FORTRAN common statement for states
fwrite_state_common := proc(st_list,fname)
local localfl, localf2, localf3, localf4, i, iline, nst;
nst := nops(st_list):
interface(quiet=true);
appendto(fname);
i := 1:
iline := i:
localfl := ' common /state/ '
localf2 := ' # '
while i <= nst do
if (iline = 1) then
localf4 := op(i,st_list):
localfl := ''.localfl.localf4.',
printf('%s \n',localfl):
iline := iline + 1:
else
if i = nst then
localf4 := op(i,st_list):
localf3 := '.localf2.localf4:
printf('%s \n',localf3):
else
localf4 := op(i,st_list):
localf3 := ".localf2.localf4.',
printf('%s \n',localf3):
fi:
fi:
i := i + 1:
od:
appendto(fname):
writeto(terminal);
interface(quiet=false);
end;
# Write FORTRAN common statement for parameters
fwrite_param_common := proc(st_list,fname)
local localfl, localf2, localf3, localf4, i, iline, nst;
nst := nops(st list):
interface(quiet=true);
appendto(fname);
i := 1:
iline := 1:
localfl := ' common /param/ '
localf2 := ' # '
while i <= nst do
if (iline = 1) then
localf4 := op(i,st list):
localfl := ".localfl.localf4.',
printf('%s \n',localfl):
iline := iline + 1:
else
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if i = nst then
localf4 := op(i,st_ list):
localf3 := ".localf2.localf4:
printf('%s \n',localf3):
else
localf4 := op(i,st list):
localf3 := ".localf2.localf4.',
printf('%s \n',localf3):
fi:
fi:
i := i + 1:
od:
appendto(fname):
writeto(terminal);
interface(quiet=false);
end;
# Define other FORTRAN initializations for FORTRAN outputs
fwrite other_common := proc(st_list,p__list,i list,fname)
local localfl, localf2, localf3, localf4, i, iline, nst,
npar, nreal, nrwork, niwork;
nst := nops(st_list):
npar := nops(p_list):
nreal := nops(i_list):
nrwork := 22 + nst*max(16, nst+9) + 4:
niwork := 20 + nst + 4:
interface(quiet=true);
appendto(fname);
localf3 := ' IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)':
printf('%s \n',localf3):
localf3 := ' PARAMETER (NSTATE='.nst.', NPARAM='.npar.
NRWORK='.nrwork.', NIWORK='.niwork.')':
printf('%s \n',localf3):
localfl := ' DOUBLE PRECISION '
localf2 := ' # '
iline := 1:
i := 1:
while i <= nreal do
if (iline = 1) then
localf4 := op(i,i list):
localfl := ''.localfl.localf4.', 1:
printf('%s \n',localfl):
iline := iline + 1:
else
if i = nreal then
localf4 := op(i,i_list):
localf3 := ''.localf2.localf4:
printf('%s \n',localf3):
else
localf4 := op(i,i_list):
localf3 := ''.localf2.localf4.', '
printf('%s \n',localf3):
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fi:
i := i + 1:
od:
appendto(fname):
writeto(terminal);
interface(quiet=false);
end;
Write Matlab mex include files
fmexwrite assign_include := proc(p_list,fname)
local localfl, localf2, i, nst;
nst := nops(p_list):
interface(quiet=true);
appendto(fname);
localf2 := ' plhs(l) = mxCreateFull(NSTATE,NSTATE,O)':
printf('%s \n',localf2):
localf2 := ' matrix = mxGetPr(plhs(l))':
printf('%s \n',localf2):
for i from 1 to nst do
localfl := op(i,p list):
localf2 := ' m'.localfl.' = mxGetPr(prhs('.i.'))':
printf('%s \n',localf2):
od:
appendto(fname):
writeto(terminal);
interface(quiet=false);
end;
fmexwrite_ptrtorl_include := proc(p_list,fname)
local localfl, localf2, localf3, i, nst;
nst := nops(p_list):
localf3 := ' call mxCopyPtrToReal8(':
interface(quiet=true);
appendto(fname);
for i from 1 to nst do
localfl := op(i,p_list):
localf2 := '.localf3.'m'.localfl.', '.localfl. ,l)':
printf('%s \n',localf2):
od:
if flutterflag_a > 0 then
localf2 := ' alphass = func_alphass(status)':
printf('%s \n',localf2):
fi:
if flutter_flagq > 0 then
localf2 := ' q_ss = funcqss(status) :
printf('%s \n',localf2):
fi:
if state_flag <> 1 then
localf2 := ' At = func_At(status)':
printf('%s \n',localf2):
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localf2 := ' CALL FLUTL2_3(CMAT)':
printf('%s \n',localf2):
localf2 := ' NSTATESQ = NSTATE*NSTATE':
printf('%s \n',localf2):
localf2 := ' call mxCopyReal8ToPtr(CMAT,matrix,NSTATESQ)':
printf('%s \n',localf2):
appendto(fname):
writeto(terminal);
interface(quiet=false);
end;
fmexwrite_dotm_include := proc(plist,fname)
local localfl, localf2, localf3, localf4, i, nst, iline;
nst := nops(plist):
interface(quiet=true);
appendto(fname);
localfl := ' A = mexflut(':
localf2 :=
iline := 1:
i := 1:
while i <= nst do
if (iline = 1) then
localf4 := op(i,p list):
localfl := ".localfl.localf4.' ....
printf('%s \n',localfl):
iline := iline + 1:
else
if i = nst then
localf4 := op(i,plist):
localf3 := ''.localf2.localf4.');':
printf('%s \n',localf3):
else
localf4 := op(i,p_list):
localf3 := ".localf2.localf4.' ....:
printf('%s \n',localf3):
fi:
fi:
i := i + 1:
od:
appendto(fname):
writeto(terminal);
interface (quiet=false);
end;
# Get coefficients of function from list
get_coeff := proc(func, coefflist, vect)
local localfl, y_coeff_list, nterms, ny, ysub, i,
sum_func, localf2, sum_func_y, nyx;
localfl := func[l];
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y_coeff_list := [];
sum_func := 0;
sum_funcy := 0;
ny := nops(coeff_list);
nyx := ny+l;
for i from 1 to nyx do
vect[i] := 0;
od;
for i from 1 to ny do
y_coeff_list := [ op(ycoeff_list), y.i ];
ysub := op(i,coeff list) = y.i ;
localfl := subs(ysub,localfl);
od;
localfl := sort(localfl,y_coeff_list);
for i from 1 to ny do
vect[i] := coeff(localfl,y.i);
if vect[i] <> 0 then
sum_func_y := sum func_y + vect[i] * y.i;
sum func := sum_func + (vect.i)*y.i;
fi;
od;
vect[nyx] := eval(localfl - sum_func_y);
if vect[nyx] <> 0 then
sum_func := sum_func + vect.nyx;
fi;
localf2 := expand(sum_func);
nterms := nops(localf2);
localf2 := sort(localf2,y_coefflist);
for i from 1 to ny do
ysub := y.i = op(i,coeff list);
localf2 := subs(ysub,localf2);
od;
func[l] := localf2;
end;
Collect terms from equation
collect_eqns := proc(key, func, vect, collect_list, coeffs_collect_list)
local i, numcoll, localfl, localf2, collterm, l_coll_list,
local_list, inorder, Inkill, Icoorder, locvecfl,
localf3, j, sum_localfl, Inum_coeffs;
print ( -------- COLLECT EQNS ',key,' --------- )
localfl := func:
localfl := collect(localfl,coeffs_collect_ list,distributed);
localf2 := coeffs(localfl,coeffs_collect_list,'localf3');
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Inum_coeffs := nops([localf3]);
icoorder := vector (Inum_coeffs,O):
sum localfl := 0;
for i from 1 to Inum_coeffs do
Icoorder[i] := localf2[i]:
sum_localfl := sum_localfl + lcoorder.i*localf3[i]:
od:
localfl := sum_localfl;
localfl := combine(localfl, 'trig'):
expandoff(sin):
expandoff(cos):
localf2 := subs(theta=newtheta,localfl) :
localf2 := eval(localf2):
1_coll_list := subs(theta=newtheta,collect_list):
numcoll := nops(lcoll_list):
for i from 1 to numcoll do
collterm := op(i,l_coll_list):
vect[i] := coeff( collect(localf2,collterm), collterm ):
od:
expandon(sin):
expandon(cos):
Inkill := Inumcoeffs:
for i from 1 to numcoll do
localf3 := Icoorder:
for j from 1 to Inkill do
vect[i] := subs(''.localf3.j = localf3[j], vect[i]):
od:
od:
for i from 1 to numcoll do
vect[i] := subs(newtheta=theta,vect[i]):
od:
end;
# linearize and multiply two functions
tmult_taylor := proc(key, funcl, func2, kill_list, kill degree)
local localfl, localf2, localf3;
localfl := funcl;
localfl := kill_taylor (key, localfl, kill_list, kill_degree);
localf2 := func2;
localf2 := kill taylor (key, localf2, kill_list, kill_degree);
localf3 := localfl*localf2;
localf3 := kill_taylor (key, localf3, killlist, kill_degree);
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RETURN (localf3);
end;
# integrate control volume
cv_integrate := proc(key, func, variable, list_l, lower, upper, cmd)
local localfl, localf2, localf3, localfunc, temp_colllist,
nterms, icolocal, sum localf3, i, j, varl, var2,
localtemp,
icolocall, icolocal2, icolocal3, icolocal4, Icolocal5,
Icolocal6, icolocal7, lcolocal8, Icolocal9, icolocall0;
print (' ------- CV_INTEGRATE : ',key,' - ----- );
localfunc := func:
localfl := subs(variable=varl,list_l):
localf2 := subs(variable=var2,1ist_l1):
temp_coll_list := [op(localfl),op(localf2)] :
localfunc := int(localfunc,variable=varl..var2):
localf3 := collect(localfunc,temp_coll_list,distributed);
localfl := coeffs(localf3,temp_coll_list,'localf2');
nterms := nops([localf2]);
- #### debug use ####
# print(localfl);
# print(localf2);
# print(nterms);
# print(whattype(localfl));
# print(whattype(localf2));
###################
Icolocal := vector (nterms,O):
sum_localf3 := 0;
if nterms = 1 then
sumlocalf3 := sumlocalf3 + localfl:
else
for i from 1 to nterms do
Icolocal[i] := localfl[i]:
localtemp := subs(varl=lower,localf2[i]);
localtemp := subs(var2=upper,localtemp);
localtemp := sincos_expand(localtemp);
sum_localf3 := sum_localf3 + Icolocal.i*localtemp:
od:
fi:
localfunc := sum_localf3;
if has(localfunc, theta+Pi/NB) = true then
print('er'.'ror theta+Pi/NB not expanded in cv_int 1'):
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fi:
if nterms = 1 then
localfunc := subs(varl=lower,localfunc):
localfunc := subs(var2=upper,localfunc):
localfunc := expand(localfunc):
else
localfl := Icolocal:
for j from 1 to nterms do
if localf2[j] = 1 then
localfl[j] := subs(varl=lower,localfl[j]):
localfl[j] := subs(var2=upper,localfl[j]):
localfl[j] := expand(localfl[j]):
fi:
localfunc:=subs(''.localfl.j = localfl[j], localfunc):
od:
fi:
if func = 0 then
localfunc := 0:
print('warning, zero func fed into cv_int'):
fi:
# localfunc := sincosexpand(localfunc):
RETURN (localfunc);
end;
# Get distribution of coefficients
get_coeffs_dist := proc(func, coeff list, vect)
local i, localfl, localf2, localf3, sum_localf3, nterms;
localfl := func[l];
localf3 := collect(localfl,coeff_list,distributed);
localfl := coeffs(localf3,coeff_list, 'localf2');
nterms := nops([localf2]);
vect := vector (nterms,0):
sum_localf3 := 0;
if nterms = 1 then
vect[l] := localfl:
sum_localf3 := sumlocalf3 + vect.l*localf2:
else
for i from 1 to nterms do
vect[i] := localfl[i]:
sumlocalf3 := sum_localf3 + vect.i*localf2[i]:
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fi:
func[l] := sum_localf3;
end;
Expand only cosine and sine terms
sincos_expand := proc(expr)
eval(subs({sin=expand@sin, cos=expand@cos}, expr));
end:
Write include file for the defined functions in list
fwrite sublist_include := proc(st_list,fname)
local localfl, localf2, i, nst, locallhs, localrhs;
nst := nops(st_list):
interface(quiet=true);
appendto(fname);
localf2 := ' PI = acos(-l.0)':
printf('%s \n',localf2):
localf2 := ' sinsigo2 = sin(xkharm*PI/NB)':
printf('%s \n',localf2):
localf2 := ' cossigo2 = cos(xkharm*PI/NB)':
printf('%s \n',localf2):
localf2 := ' sinkdfunc = sin(kDEV_r*atan(l.0/phil ss)) :
printf('%s \n',localf2):
localf2 := ' coskdfunc = cos(kDEV r*atan(l.0/phil_ss)) :
printf('%s \n',localf2):
for i from 1 to nst do
locallhs := convert(lhs(op(i,st_ list)),string):
localrhs := convert(rhs(op(i,st_list)),string):
localf2 := ' '.localrhs.' = '.locallhs:
printf('%s \n',localf2):
od:
appendto(fname):
writeto(terminal);
interface(quiet=false);
end;
printlevel := printlevel save:
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# Maverick TM Wong
# Gas Turbine Laboratory
# Massachusetts Institute of Technology
# 77 Massachusetts Avenue, Room 31-230
# Cambridge, MA 02141
# Tel: (617) 258-8512
# Fax: (617) 258-6093
# This program creates the
# linear flutter model version 2.3
# Date written : 8 July 97
# Last modified : 8 July 97 (May)
with(linalg);
readlib(fortran);
readlib(mtaylor):
expand(expandoff()):
# read maple libraries and define the states
read 'flut_lib_12_3.mv3':
Sread 'mk st flutl2_3.mv3':
00 #
# Define output files
OUTPUT_FILE1 := 'flutl2 3suba.f':
OUTPUT_FILE2 := 'flutl2 3subb.f':
OUTPUT_FILE3 := 'flutl2 3subc.f':
INCL_FILE_Z := 'zmatrix.inc':
INCL_FILE_A := 'amatrix.inc':
INCL_FILE_STATE := 'flutstates.inc':
INCL_FILE_SUBLIST := 'flutsublist.inc':
COMMON_FILE_STATE := 'comstates.inc':
COMMON_FILE_PARAM := 'comparams.inc':
COMMON FILE_OTHER := 'comother.inc':
MAT MEX FILE_ASSIGN := 'matmexassign.inc':
MAT_MEX_FILE_PTRTORL := 'matmexpttorl.inc':
MAT_MEX FILE_DOTM := 'getmexmatrix.m':
contract_list := [];
precision := double:
output_flag := 0:
capomega := -1:
psi_atm := 0: # gage pressure
### debug use ######
### To turn on or off certain features of the model
togglel := 1: # Control Volume deformation
toggle2 := 1: # Deviation
toggle3 := 1: # rotor losses
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toggle4 := 1: # stator losses
toggle5 := 1: # inlet swirl
toggle6 := 1: # unsteady terms in continuity,
# total pres and momentum eqns
####################
# d/dt in rotor reference frame #
diff_dt_rel:=x->diff(x,t) + capomega*diff(x,theta);
# d/dt in absolute frame #
diff dtabs:=x->diff(x,t);
# Linearize : expand only to ist term
# Define the list of states to linearize
kill_degree := 2;
if nops(state_list z) = 0 then
xlistl := [];
else
xlistl:=diff(state_listz,t);
fi;
if nops(state_list z_2) = 0 then
xlist2 := [];
else
xlist2 := diff(state_listz_2,t$2);
fi;
killlist_zero:=[op(xlist2),op(xlistl),op(state_list z)];
if nops(state_listp) = 0 then
xlistl := [];
else
xlistl:=diff(state_list_p,t);
fi;
if nops(state_list_p_2) = 0 then
xlist2 := [];
else
xlist2 := diff(state_listp_2,t$2);
fi;
kill_list_pert:=[op(xlist2),op(xlistl),op(state_list_p)];
xlistl:=diff(state_list,t);
if nops(state_list 2) = 0 then
xlist2 := [];
else
xlist2 := diff(state_list_2,t$2);
fi;
kill_list:=[op(xlist2),op(xlistl),op(statelist)];
# Define deforming control volumes #
fl := subs(theta=theta + 2*Pi/NB,q):
f2 := subs(theta=theta - 2*Pi/NB,q):
f3 := subs(theta=theta + 2*Pi/NB,alpha):
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f4 := subs(theta=theta 
- 2*Pi/NB,alpha):
diffqminus := expand(fl - f2):
diffalphaminus := expand(f3 - f4):
diffdtqplus := expand(diff dtrel((fl + f2)/2)):
diffdtalphaplus := expand(diff dt rel((f3 + f4)/2)):
alpha_avg := expand((f3 + f4)/2):
dxSl := -diffqminus*sin(gamma_r-alpha ss) - xiEA*crotor*diffalphaminus*sin(gamma_r-alphass):
dySl := 4*Pi/NB + diffqminus*cos(gamma_r-alpha_ss) + xiEA*crotor*diffalphaminus*cos(gamma_r-alphass):
dxS2 := -diffqminus*sin(gamma_r-alpha_ss) + (l-xiEA)*crotor*diffalphaminus*sin(gamma r-alphass):
dyS2 := 4*Pi/NB + diffqminus*cos(gamma_r-alpha_ss) 
- (l-xiEA)*crotor*diffalphaminus*cos(gammar-alpha ss)
# dxdotrelSl := -diffdtqplus*sin(gamma_r-alpha_ss) 
- xiEA*crotor*diffdtalphaplus*sin(gamma_r-alphass):
# dydotrelSl := diffdtqplus*cos(gamma_r-alpha_ss) + xiEA*crotor*diffdtalphaplus*cos(gamma_r-alphass):
# dxdotrelS2 := -diffdtqplus*sin(gamma_r-alpha ss) + (l-xiEA)*crotor*diffdtalphaplus*sin(gamma_r-alphass):
# dydotrelS2 := diffdtqplus*cos(gamma_r-alpha ss) - (l-xiEA)*crotor*diffdtalphaplus*cos(gamma_r-alphass):
dxdotrelSl := -diff dt rel(q)*sin(gamma_r-alpha_ss) 
- xiEA*crotor*diff dt_rel(alpha)*sin(gamma r-alpha ss):
dydotrelSl := diff_dt_rel(q)*cos(gamma_r-alpha_ss) + xiEA*crotor*diffdt_rel(alpha)*cos(gamma_r-alpha-ss):
dxdotrelS2 := -diff_dt rel(q)*sin(gammar-alpha_ss) + (l-xiEA)*crotor*diff dt rel(alpha)*sin(gamma_r-alpha_ss):
dydotrelS2 := diff_dtrel(q)*cos(gamma_r-alpha_ss) 
- (1-xiEA)*crotor*diff dtrel(alpha)*cos(gamma_r-alphass):
# List of functions to substitute for: Speeds up FORTRAN compilation
subfunc_list_output := [ sin(gamma_r) = singamr, cos(gammar) = cosgamr,
sin(alphass) = sinalpss, cos(alpha ss) = cosalpss,
sin(kDEVr) = sinkdevr, cos(kDEV_r) = coskdevr,
sin(kDEV_r*alpha_ss) = sinkdalp,cos(kDEV_r*alpha_ss) = coskdalp,
sin(kDEV_r*betabar_zr) = sinkdbzr,cos(kDEVr*betabar_zr) = coskdbzr,
sin(kDEV r*DEV_con) = sinkdcon,cos(kDEV r*DEV con) = coskdcon,
sin(beta r) = sinbetar, cos(beta_r) = cosbetar ];
### have to include the following in function frwite sublist_include
subfunclist := [ op(subfunc_list output),
sin(xkharm*Pi/NB) = sinsigo2, cos(xkharm*Pi/NB) = cossigo2,
sin(kDEV_r*arctan(l/phil ss)) = sinkdfunc,
cos(kDEV r*arctan(l/phil ss)) = coskdfunc ];
# Calculate linearized control volume areas and angles
fl := sqrt(dxS1^2 + dySl^2):
S1 := killtaylor(10, fl, killlist, kill degree):
S1 := subs(sqrt(l/NB^2)=l/NB,Sl);
fl := arctan(dxSl/dySl):
beta_S1 := kill_taylor(20, fl, kill_list, kill_degree):
fl := sqrt(dxS2^2 + dyS2^2):
S2 := killtaylor(30, fl, kill list, killdegree):
S2 := subs(sqrt(l/NB^2)=l/NB,S2);
fl := arctan(dxS2/dyS2):
betaS2 := kill_taylor(40, fl, kill list, kill_degree):
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# Specify flow geometry and parameters
vl := vl*toggle5;
phil_rel := phil :
phil_rel_Sl := phil rel - dxdotrelSl;
Vl_rel := vl - capomega:
VlrelS1 := Vl_rel - dydotrelS1;
# Incidence angle of rotor
fl := 1/sqrt(phil_rel^2 + Vl_rel^2);
f2 := kill taylor(200, fl, kill_list, kill_degree);
f3 := betabar_zr - alpha + f2*(diff dt rel(q) + xiEA*crotor*diffdt_rel(alpha));
beta z rotor := kill_taylor(210, f3, kill_list, kill_degree);
fl := arctan(Vl_rel/phil_rel) 
- beta z rotor;
alphainc_rotor := kill taylor(300, fl, kill_list, kill_degree);
get_coeff_list := [op(kill_list),op(coeffscollect_list)]:
fl := killtaylor(84, alpha_inc_rotor, kill_list, kill_degree):
f3 := collect(fl,get_coeff_list,distributed):
fl := coeffs(f3,getcoeff_list,'f2'):
coair := vector (nops([f2]),0):
vecfl := vector (1,0):
vecfl[l] := f3:
get_coeffsdist(vecfl, get_coeff_list, coair):
contract_list := [ coair, op(contract list)]:
alpha inc_rotor := vecfl[l]:
# Deviation function
dev_r := kDEV_r*(DEV_con + alpha_inc_rotor)*toggle2;
# Use conservation of mass to solve for phi2 #
tempfl := cv_integrate (10100, phil_rel_Sl, theta, coeffs_collect_list, theta - 2*Pi/NB , theta + 2*Pi/NB ):
tempf2 := cvintegrate (10200, Vl_rel_Sl, theta, coeffs_collect_list, theta - 2*Pi/NB , theta + 2*Pi/NB ):
fl := tempfl*cos(beta_Sl) 
- tempf2*sin(beta_S1):
fl := kill_taylor(500, fl, kill_list_int, killdegree):
fl := sincosexpand(fl):
fl := fl*Sl/4/Pi*NB:
fl := killtaylor(520, fl, kill list, kill degree):
f2 := (Sl+S2)/2*crotor*cos(gamma_r-alpha_ss):
f2 := kill_taylor(530, f2, kill_list, kill_degree):
f2 := diffdt_rel(f2)*toggle6:
f2 := kill_taylor(540, f2, kill list, kill_degree):
temp_list := [op(kill_list),phi2real(t),phi2imag(t), dyS1_1, dyS1_2, dyS2_1, dyS2_2]:
phi2 := phi2_ss + phi2real(t)*cos(xkharm*theta) 
- phi2imag(t)*sin(xkharm*theta):
phi2_rel := phi2:
phi2_rel_S2 := phi2_rel - dxdotrelS2:
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V2_rel := phi2_rel*tan((beta_r - alpha) + devr):
V2_rel := kill_taylor(400, V2_rel, temp_list, kill_degree):
V2_relS2 := V2 rel - dydotrelS2:
tempfl := cv_integrate (10300, phi2_rel_S2, theta, coeffs collect_list, theta - 2*Pi/NB , theta + 2*Pi/NB ):
tempf2 := cv_integrate (10400, V2_rel_S2, theta, coeffs_collect list, theta - 2*Pi/NB , theta + 2*Pi/NB ):
f3 := tempfl*cos(beta_S2) 
- tempf2*sin(beta_S2):
f3 := kill_taylor(550, f3, temp_list, kill_degree):
f3 := sincos_expand(f3):
f3 := f3*S2/4/Pi*NB:
f3 := kill_taylor(520, f3, temp_list, kill_degree):
f4 := (fl - f2):
f4 := kill_taylor(570, f4, kill_list, kill_degree):
f3 := sincos_expand(f3):
f4 := sincosexpand(f4):
templhsl := collect(f3,coeffs_collect_list,distributed):
templhs2 := coeffs(templhsl,coeffs_collect list,'templhs3'):
tempfind_list := [op(coeffs_collect_list),l]:
ntemp := nops(temp_find_list):
temprhsl := collect(f4,coeffs_collect_list,distributed):
temprhs2 := coeffs(temprhsl,coeffs collect_list,'temprhs3'):
for i from 1 to ntemp do
eq_term := temp_find_list[i]:
for j from 1 to ntemp do
if templhs3[j] = eqterm then
templhs4 := templhs2[j]:
fi:
if temprhs3[j] = eq_term then
temprhs4 := temprhs2[j]:
fi:
od:
temp eqn.i := templhs4 = temprhs4:
od:
phi2_sols:=solve({temp_eqnl,temp eqn2,temp eqn3},{phi2real(t),phi2imag(t),phi2_ss)):
assign(phi2_sols):
unassign('tempeqnl','temp_eqn2','tempeqn3','templhsl','templhs2','templhs3',
'temprhsl', 'temprhs2','temprhs3'):
get_coeff_list := [op(kill list),op(coeffs_collect_list)]:
Simplify flow variables so that Maple does not have to carry around
all the coefficients. Speeds up Maple computation.
Contracting variables into coefficients, states, and sines and cosines
of k*theta
fl := kill_taylor(85, V2_rel, kill_list, killdegree):
f3 := collect(fl,get_coeff_list,distdistributed):
fl := coeffs(f3,get_coeff_list,'f2'):
coV2_rel := vector (nops([f2]),0):
vecfl := vector (1,0):
vecfl[l] := f3:
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get_coeffsdist(vecfl, get_coeff_list, coV2_rel):
contract_list := [ coV2_rel, op(contract_list)]:
V2_rel := vecfl[l]:
fl := killtaylor(86, V2_rel S2, kill_list, kill degree):
f3 := collect(fl,get_coeff_list,distributed):
fl := coeffs(f3,get coeff_list,'f2'):
coV2_rel S2 := vector (nops([f2]),0):
vecfl := vector (1,0):
vecfl[l] := f3:
get coeffs_dist(vecfl, get_coeff_list, coV2_rel_S2):
contract_list := [coV2_rel_S2, op(contract_list)]:
V2_relS2 := vecfl[l]:
fl := kill taylor(87, phi2_rel, kill_list, kill degree):
f3 := collect(fl,get_coeff_list,distributed):
fl := coeffs(f3,get_coeff_list,'f2'):
cophi2_rel := vector (nops([f2]),0):
vecfl := vector (1,0):
vecfl[l] := f3:
get_coeffs dist(vecfl, getcoeff_list, cophi2_rel):
contract_list := [cophi2_rel, op(contract_list)]:
phi2_rel := vecfl[l]:
fl := kill taylor(88, phi2_relS2, kill_list, kill_degree):
f3 := collect(fl,get_coeff_list,distributed):
fl := coeffs(f3,get_coeff_list,'f2'):
cophi2_rel_S2 := vector (nops([f2]),0):
vecfl := vector (1,0):
vecfl[l] := f3:
get_coeffsdist(vecfl, getcoeff_list, cophi2_rel_S2):
contract_list := [cophi2_rel_S2, op(contract list)]:
phi2_rel_S2 := vecfl[l]:
fl := kill_taylor(89, phi2, kill_list, kill_degree):
f3 := collect(fl,get_coeff_list,distributed):
fl := coeffs(f3,get_coeff_list,'f2'):
cophi2 := vector (nops([f2]),0):
vecfl := vector (1,0):
vecfl[l] := f3:
get_coeffs_dist(vecfl, get coeff_list, cophi2):
contract_list := [cophi2, op(contract_list)]:
phi2 := vecfl[l]:
v2 := V2_rel + capomega
# Rotor loss function
fl := (ir con + (Klossrotor*alpha_inc_rotor*alpha inc_rotor))*toggle3 ;
loss_rotor := kill_taylor(620, fl, kill_list, kill degree);
Ir_ss := kill_terms(loss_rotor, kill_list);
loss_rotorpert := loss_rotor - Ir_ss;
if Ir = 0 then
loss_rotor_flag := 0;
Ir := loss_rotorpert;
else
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loss_rotor_flag := 1;
fi;
### Linearized inlet duct ####
fl := phil*phil/2:
f2 := kill_terms(fl,kill_list_pert):
f3 := kill_taylor(698, f2, kill_list, kill_degree);
psil := -f3;
if state_flag <> 0 then
for i from 1 to nharm do
j := harm_list[i]:
var_rl := phil.j.rl(t):
var_im := phil.j.im(t):
psil := psil - l/j*( diff(var_rl,t)*cos(j*theta)
- diff(var_im,t)*sin(j*theta) )
- phil ss * ( varrl*cos(j*theta)
- var_im*sin(j*theta)
od:
psil := killtaylor(700, psil, kill_list, kill_degree);
fi;
# Total pressure across rotor equation to get psi2
fl := phil/cos(gamma_r-alpha):
f2 := killtaylor(803, fl, kill_list, kill_degree):
fl := psil + (phil_rel*phil_rel + Vl_rel*Vl_rel)/2 - (phi2_rel*phi2_rel + V2 rel*V2_rel)/2
- crotor*(diff dt rel(f2))*toggle6
- ( lrss + ir ):
psi2 := kill_taylor(800, fl, kill_list, killdegree):
fl := kill taylor(90, psi2, kill_list, killdegree):
f3 := collect(fl,get coefflist,distributed):
fl := coeffs(f3,get_coeff_list,'f2'):
copsi2 := vector (nops([f2]),0):
vecfl := vector (1,0):
vecfl[l] := f3:
get_coeffs_dist(vecfl, get_coeff_list, copsi2):
contract_list := [copsi2, op(contract_list)]:
psi2 := vecfl[l]:
# Stator incidence angle and exit flow
fl := - arctan(v2/phi2) - betabar_zs;
alpha_inc_stator := kill_taylor(900, fl, kill_list, kill_degree);
phi3 := phi2;
v3 := 0;
Stator loss functions
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fl := (is_con + (Kloss_stator*alphaincstator*alpha-inc-stator)*exp(-3*alphainc stator))*toggle4;
loss_stator := kill_taylor(640, fl, kill_list, kill_degree);
is_ss := kill terms(loss_stator, kill_list);
loss stator_pert := loss_stator - is_ss;
if is = 0 then
loss_statorflag := 0;
is := loss_stator_pert;
else
loss_stator_flag := 1;
fi;
# Total pressure rise across stators to get psi3
fl := psi2 + (phi2*phi2 + v2*v2)/2 - (phi3*phi3 + v3*v3)/2
- cstator/cos(gamma_stator)*diff(phi2,t) 
- ( is_ss + s ) ;
psi3 := kill_taylor(900, fl, kill_list, kill_degree);
fl := kill taylor(91, psi3, kill_list, kill_degree):
f3 := collect(fl,get_coeff_list,distributed):
fl := coeffs(f3,get_coeff_list,'f2'):
copsi3 := vector (nops([f2]),0):
vecfl := vector (1,0):
vecfl[l] := f3:
get_coeffsdist(vecfl, get_coeff list, copsi3):
Scontract list := [copsi3, op(contract_list)]:
psi3 := vecfl[l]:
# Calculate exit duct perturbation pressure from exit duct equation
rhspsi3 := 0:
fl := phi3:
f2 := kill_terms(fl,kill list_pert):
f3 := fl - f2;
f3 := collect(f3,coeffs_collect_list,distributed);
fl := coeffs(f3,coeffs_collect list,'f2');
f2;
num_coeffs := nops([f2]);
coorder := vector (num_coeffs,0):
sum_f3 := 0;
for i from 1 to num coeffs do
coorder[i] := fl[i]:
sum_f3 := sum_f3 + coorder.i*f2[i]:
od:
f3 := sum_f3;
f3 := combine(f3,'trig'):
expandoff(sin):
expandoff(cos):
f4 := subs(theta=newtheta,f3):
f4 := eval(f4):
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for i from 1 to nharm do
j := harm_list[i]:
cn.j := coeff( collect(f4, cos(j*newtheta)), cos(j*newtheta) ):
sn.j := -coeff( collect(f4, sin(j*newtheta)), sin(j*newtheta) ):
od:
expandon(sin):
expandon(cos):
nkill := num coeffs:
fl := coorder:
for j from 1 to nkill do
'.fl.j := fl[j]:
od:
for i from 1 to nharm do
j := harm list[i]:
rhspsi3 := rhspsi3 + 1/j*( diff(cn.j,t)*cos(j*newtheta) 
-
diff(sn.j,t)*sin(j*newtheta) ):
od:
rhspsi3 := subs(newtheta=theta, rhspsi3);
###### Force and Moment from conservation of momentum equations ###################
tempf3 := philrel*phil_rel_ Sl:
tempfl := cv_integrate (10500, tempf3, theta, coeffs_collect_list, theta - 2*Pi/NB , theta + 2*Pi/NB ):
tempf3 := phil_rel*Vl_rel_Sl:
tempf2 := cv_integrate (10600, tempf3, theta, coeffs collect_list, theta - 2*Pi/NB , theta + 2*Pi/NB ):
fl := tempfl*cos(beta_S1) 
- tempf2*sin(beta_Sl):
fl := killtaylor(500, fl, kill_list_int, kill_degree):
fl := sincos_expand(fl):
fl := fl*Sl/4/Pi*NB:
fl := kill taylor(520, fl, kill_list, kill degree):
tempf3 := phi2_rel*phi2_rel_S2:
tempfl := cv_integrate (10700, tempf3, theta, coeffs collectlist, theta - 2*Pi/NB , theta + 2*Pi/NB ):
tempf3 := phi2_rel*V2_rel_S2:
tempf2 := cv_integrate (10800, tempf3, theta, coeffscollect_list, theta - 2*Pi/NB , theta + 2*Pi/NB ):
f2 := tempfl*cos(beta_S2) 
- tempf2*sin(betaS2):
f2 := kill_taylor(550, f2, kill_list_int, killdegree):
f2 := sincosexpand(f2):
f2 := f2*S2/4/Pi*NB:
f2 := kill taylor(520, f2, kill list, kill_degree):
f3 := cv_integrate (10900, psil, theta, coeffscollect_list, theta - 2*Pi/NB , theta + 2*Pi/NB ):
f3 := f3*cos(beta_S1):
f3 := kill_taylor(550, f3, kill_list_int, kill_degree):
f3 := sincos_expand(f3):
f3 := f3*Sl/4/Pi*NB:
f3 := killtaylor(520, f3, kill_list, kill_degree):
f4 := cvintegrate (11000, psi2, theta, coeffs_collect_list, theta - 2*Pi/NB , theta + 2*Pi/NB ):
f4 := f4*cos(beta_S2):
f4 := killtaylor(11100, f4, kill_ list_int, killdegree):
f4 := sincos_expand(f4):
f4 := f4*S2/4/Pi*NB:
f4 := kill_taylor(520, f4, kill_list, kill_degree):
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f5 := (phil+phi2)/2:
f5 := killtaylor(550, f5, kill_list, killdegree):
f5 := cv_integrate (11400, f5, theta, coeffs_collect_list, theta - 2*Pi/NB, theta + 2*Pi/NB):
f5 := f5*NB/4/Pi*(S1+S2)/2*crotor*cos(gamma_r-alpha ss):
f5 := kill_taylor(520, f5, kill_list, kill_degree):
f5 := sincosexpand(f5):
Fx := fl - f2 + f3 - f4 - diffdtrel(f5)*toggle6:
Fx := killtaylor(220, Fx, killlist, kill_degree):
tempf3 := Vl_rel*phil_rel_Sl:
tempfl := cv_integrate (11500, tempf3, theta, coeffs_collect_list, theta - 2*Pi/NB , theta + 2*Pi/NB ):
tempf3 := Vl_rel*VlrelSl:
tempf2 := cv_integrate (11600, tempf3, theta, coeffs_collect list, theta - 2*Pi/NB , theta + 2*Pi/NB ):
fl := tempfl*cos(beta_Sl) - tempf2*sin(beta_Sl):
fl := kill taylor(500, fl, kill_list_int, kill_degree):
fl := sincos_expand(fl):
fl := fl*Sl/4/Pi*NB:
fl := kill_taylor(520, fl, kill_list, kill_degree):
tempf3 := V2_rel*phi2_rel_S2:
tempfl := cv_integrate (11700, tempf3, theta, coeffs_collect list, theta - 2*Pi/NB , theta + 2*Pi/NB ):
tempf3 := V2_rel*V2_relS2:
tempf2 := cv_integrate (11800, tempf3, theta, coeffs_collect_list, theta - 2*Pi/NB , theta + 2*Pi/NB ):
f2 := tempfl*cos(betaS2) 
- tempf2*sin(betaS2):
f2 := kill_taylor(550, f2, kill_list_int, kill_degree):
f2 := sincos expand(f2):
f2 := f2*S2/4/Pi*NB:
f2 := kill taylor(520, f2, kill list, killdegree):
f3 := cv_integrate (11900, psil, theta, coeffs_collect_list, theta - 2*Pi/NB , theta + 2*Pi/NB ):
f3 := f3*sin(beta_Sl):
f3 := kill taylor(12000, f3, kill_ list_int, kill_degree):
f3 := sincos expand(f3):
f3 := f3*Sl/4/Pi*NB:
f3 := kill_taylor(520, f3, kill_list, kill_degree):
f4 := cv_integrate (12100, psi2, theta, coeffs_collect_list, theta - 2*Pi/NB , theta + 2*Pi/NB ):
f4 := f4*sin(beta_S2):
f4 := kill_taylor(12200, f4, kill_list_int, kill_degree):
f4 := sincosexpand(f4):
f4 := f4*S2/4/Pi*NB:
f4 := kill_taylor(520, f4, kill list, kill_degree):
f5 := (phil+phi2)/2:
f5 := killtaylor(550, f5, killlist, kill_degree):
f5 := cv_integrate (12300, f5, theta, coeffs_collect_list, theta - 2*Pi/NB, theta + 2*Pi/NB):
f5 := f5*NB/4/Pi*tan(gamma_r-alpha_ss)*(Sl+S2)/2*crotor*cos(gammar-alpha_ss):
f5 := kill taylor(12400, f5, kill_list, kill_degree):
f5 := sincos expand(f5):
Fy := fl - f2 - f3 + f4 - diff_dtrel(f5)*toggle6:
Fy := kill_taylor(220, Fy, kill_list, kill_degree):
# F := (Fy*cos(gamma_r-alpha) 
- Fx*sin(gamma_r-alpha))/2:
F := (Fy*cos(gamma_r-alphass) - Fx*sin(gamma_r-alphass))/2:
F := kill_taylor(370, F, kill_list, kill_degree):
fl := kill_taylor(92, F, kill_list, kill degree):
f3 := collect(fl,getcoeff_liistdistributed):
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fl := coeffs(f3,get_coeff_list,'f2'):
coforce := vector (nops([f2]),0):
vecfl := vector (1,0):
vecfl[l] := f3:
get_coeffs_dist(vecfl, get_coeff_list, coforce):
contractlist := [coforce, op(contract_list)]:
F := vecfl[l]:
F ss := killterms(F,kill_list):
F_pert := eval(F - F_ss):
My_ea := F*(xiEA-xiCP)*crotor:
My eass := kill_terms(My_ea,kill_list):
My_ea_pert := eval(My_ea - My_ea_ss):
# Begin formulating set of linearized equations to be solved
ifeqn := 0;
# Surge equations
fl := psi3-psil;
psi c := kill_taylor(940, fl, kill_list, kill_degree);
psic ss := kill_terms(psi_c,kill list);
psic zero := kill_terms(psic,kill_list_pert);
00
psi_p_ss := psi_c_ss;
if state_flag <> 1 then
psi_p := psi_p_ss + psi_p_pert(t);
# Include plenum perturbation as a state
kill_list := [op(kill list), diff(psi_p_pert(t),t), psi_p_pert(t)];
kill_list_zero := [op(kill list_zero), diff(psi_p_pert(t),t), psi_p_pert(t)];
state_list := [psi_p_pert(t), op(state_list)];
state_list_sub := [psi_p_pert, op(state_list_sub)];
ifeqn := ifeqn + 1;
psil zero := kill_terms(psil,kill_listpert);
psi3_zero := kill_terms(psi3,kill list_pert);
fl := psi_c_zero - psi_p - clength*diff(phil0rl(t),t);
feqn.ifeqn._ss := kill_terms(fl,kill_list);
f2 := (fl - feqn.ifeqn._ss);
feqn.ifeqn := kill_taylor(1000, f2, kill_ list, kill_degree);
type_feqn.ifeqn := 0;
psipsssolve := solve(feqn.ifeqn._ss,psi_p_ss):
ifeqn := ifeqn + 1;
phil_zero := killterms(phil,kill_list_pert);
fl := phil_zero - At*sqrt(2*psi_p) - 4*Bparam*Bparam*clength*diff(psi_p,t);
feqn.ifeqn._ss := kill_terms(fl,killlist);
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f2 := (fl - feqn.ifeqn._ss);
feqn.ifeqn := kill_taylor(1100, f2, kill_list, killdegree);
type_feqn.ifeqn := 0;
Atsolve := solve(feqn.ifeqn._ss,At):
Atsolve := subs(psi_p_ss=psipsssolve, Atsolve):
else
Atsolve := 0:
fi;
if state_flag > 0 then
ifeqn := ifeqn + 1;
psi3_zero := kill_terms(psi3,kill_list_pert):
psi3_pert := eval(psi3 - psi3 zero):
feqn.ifeqn := psi3_pert - rhspsi3:
feqn.ifeqn := kill_taylor(500, feqn.ifeqn, kill_list, kill_degree);
type_feqn.ifeqn := 1:
fi;
# Loss lag equations for rotor and stator
if loss_rotorflag = 1 then
ifeqn := ifeqn + 1;
feqn.ifeqn := tau_r*diff dt rel(lr)
type_feqn.ifeqn := state_flag:
fi;
if loss_stator_flag = 1 then
ifeqn := ifeqn + 1;
feqn.ifeqn := tau s*diff(ls,t) + ls
type_feqn.ifeqn := state_flag:
+ Ir - loss rotor_pert ;
- loss_stator_pert;
# Structural dynamic equations
if flutter_flag_q > 0 then
ifeqn := ifeqn + 1;
fl := diff dt rel(diff dt_rel(q)) +
(xiEA-xiCG)*crotor*diff dtrel(diff_dt_rel(alpha)) +
2*zetab*Qb*diff_dt_rel(q) + Qb^2*q - F/Dmass:
f2 := kill terms(fl,kill_list):
f3 := eval(fl-f2):
feqn.ifeqn := kill_taylor(380, f3, kill list, kill_degree):
type_feqn.ifeqn := state_flag:
qsssave := f2:
else
qsssave := 0:
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fi;
if flutter_flag_a > 0 then
ifeqn := ifeqn + 1;
fl:= diffdt rel(diffdt_rel(alpha)) +
(xiEA-xiCG)/((xiEA-xiCG)^2*crotor^2 +
crotor^2*epsilon^2)*crotor*diffdtrel(diff-dt rel(q)) +
2*zetat*Qt*diff_dt_rel(alpha) + Qt^2*alpha - My_ea/I_ea:
I_ea := Dmass*crotor^2*((xiEA-xiCG)^2 + epsilon^2):
f2 := kill_terms(fl,kill list):
f3 := eval(fl-f2):
alphasssave := f2:
feqn.ifeqn := kill_taylor(390, f3, kill_list, kill_degree):
type_feqn.ifeqn := state_flag:
else
alphasssave := 0:
fi;
numfeqns := ifeqn:
fl := (Vl_rel^2 - V2_rel^2 - v1^2 + v2^2 -
phi3^2 - v3^2)/2
psi c_isen := kill_taylor(938, fl, kill_list, kill_degree);
psic_ss_isen := kill terms(psi_c_isen,kill_list);
# Separate linearized set of equations into state-space equations
# by collecting terms of each harmonic
neqns := nops(state list)+nops(dstate_list):
ieqn := 0:
vecf2 := vector (1,0):
vecfl := vector (nops(collect_list)+1,0):
for i from 1 to num_feqns do
key := i*100:
geteqns (key, type_feqn.i, feqn.i, vecfl, vecf2, collect_list, coeffs_collect_list):
num_eqn_ce := vecf2[1]:
for j from 1 to num eqn_ce do
ieqn := ieqn + 1:
eqn.ieqn := vecfl[j]:
od:
od:
num_teqns := ieqn:
if output_flag = 1 then
Filename : flutl2_3.mv3
for i from 1 to num_teqns do
save eqn.i , 'Mapleout/'.output_teqn.i:
od:
fi:
numdstate := nops(dstate_list):
if numdstate > 0 then
for i from 1 to num_teqns do
for j from 1 to num_dstate do
state_var := op(j,dstate_list state):
dstate_var := op(j,dstate_list):
state_sub := diff(statevar,t$2) = diff(dstate_var,t):
eqn.i := subs(state_sub,eqn.i):
state_sub_2 := diff(state var,t) = dstate_var:
eqn.i := subs(statesub_2,eqn.i):
od:
od:
for j from 1 to num dstate do
ieqn := ieqn + 1:
state_var := op(j,dstate_list_state):
dstate_var := op(j,dstate_list):
eqn.ieqn := diff(statevar,t) - dstatevar:
od:
fi:
if ieqn <> neqns then
print (' Er'.'ror: something is wrong!!! ieqn not equal to neqns!!!!'):
else
if output_flag = 1 then
for i from 1 to neqns do
save eqn.i , 'Mapleout/'.output_eqn.i:
od:
fi:
fi:
# Collect the terms and get the coefficients for the Z and A matrix
# calculated by the model : Z x-dot = A x
state list:=[op(statelist),op(dstatelist)];
statelistsub := [op(statelist sub),op(dstatelistsub)];
diff_state_list := diff(state_list,t);
full_list := [op(diff_state list),op(state list)];
num_colZ := nops(diff state_list):
num_colA := nops(state list):
if (num_col_Z <> neqns) or (num_col_A <> neqns) then
print (' Er'.'ror: num_col_Z or num_colA not equal to neqns!!!!'):
fi:
Z := matrix(neqns,neqns,0):
A := matrix(neqns,neqns,0):
L := matrix(neqns,neqns,0):
R := matrix(neqns,neqns,0):
Filename : flutl2_3.mv3
for i from 1 to neqns do
eqn.i := collect(eqn.i, full_list):
for j from 1 to num colZ do
dstate_var := op(j,diff_state_list):
Z[i,j] := -coeff(eqn.i,dstatevar):
L[i,j] := L_.i._.j:
if Z[i,j] = 0 then
L-.i._.j := 0:
fi:
od:
for j from 1 to numcol Z do
dstate_var := op(j,diff_state_list):
eqn.i := eqn.i + Z[i,j]*dstate_var:
od:
eqn.i := eval(eqn.i):
eqn.i := collect(eqn.i, full_list):
for j from 1 to num_colA do
statevar := op(j,state list):
A[i,j] := coeff(eqn.i,state_var):
R[i,j] := R_.i._.j:
if A[i,j] = 0 then
R_.i._.j := 0:
fi:
od:
for j from 1 to num_colA do
state_var := op(j,state list):
eqn.i := eqn.i - A[i,j]*statevar:
od:
eqn.i := eval(eqn.i):
if expand(eqn.i) <> 0 then
print (' Er'.'ror: something left over from matrix collection!!! '):
print ('and that is :',eqn.i):
fi:
od:
# Expand the list of variables that have been contracted earlier
ncontract := nops(contract_list):
if ncontract > 0 then
for i from 1 to ncontract do
fl := op(i,contract list):
nkill := nops([indices(fl())]):
for j from 1 to nkill do
'.fl.j := fl[j]:
od:
od:
fi:
# Write include files
Filename : flutl2 3.mv3
fwrite_matrix_include(Z,'Z',neqns,INCL_FILE_Z);
fwrite_matrix_include(A,'A',neqns,INCL_FILE_A);
fwritestate_include(state_list_sub,INCL_FILESTATE);
fwrite_state common(state_list_sub,COMMON_FILESTATE);
fwriteparam_common(param_list,COMMON_FILEPARAM);
fwrite_other common(statelist_sub,paramlist,int_list,COMMON FILEOTHER);
fwrite_sublist_include(subfunc_list_output,INCL_FILESUBLIST);
Write the Z and A matrix into FORTRAN outputs
fwrite_matrix_func(Z,'Z',neqns,subfunc_list,OUTPUTTFILE2);
fwrite_matrix_func(A,'A',neqns,subfunc_list,OUTPUT_FILEl);
Write steady state functions to FORTRAN outputs
fwrite_function(F_ss, 'Fss',OUTPUT_FILE2);
fwrite_function(My_ea_ss, 'Myeass',OUTPUT_FILE2);
fwrite_function(psi_p_ss,'psipss',OUTPUT_FILE2);
q_sssol := solve(qsssave,q_ss):
fl:=subs(alpha_ss=0,My_ea_ss):
alpha_sssol:=fl/I_ea/(Qt*Qt):
q_sssol := subs(alpha_ss=alpha_sssol, qsssol):
Atsolve := subs(q_ss=q_sssol, Atsolve):
Atsolve := subs(alpha_ss=alpha_sssol, Atsolve):
fwrite_function(Atsolve, 'At',OUTPUT_FILE2);
fwrite_function(alpha_sssol,'alphass',OUTPUT_FILE2);
fwrite_function(q_sssol,'qss',OUTPUT_FILE2);
workidl := 2*Pi*crotor*cos(gammar)*capomega*(v2-vl):
workidl ss := kill_terms(workidl,kill_list):
fwrite_function(workidl_ss, 'workidlss',OUTPUT_FILE3);
fl := v2*v2/2:
fl := kill_terms(fl,kill_list):
f2 := phi2*phi2/2:
f2 := kill_terms(f2,kill_list):
f3 := phil*phil/2:
f3 := kill_terms(f3,kill_list):
work := 2*Pi*crotor*cos(gammar)*(psi2 + fl + f2 - psil - f3 - vl*vl/2 ):
work_ss := kill_terms(work,kill list):
fwrite_function(work_ss,'workss',OUTPUT_FILE3);
fwritefunction(lr_ss, 'xlrss',OUTPUT_FILE3);
fwrite_function(ls ss,'xlsss',OUTPUT_FILE3);
dpsic_dphi := diff(psi_c_ss,phil ss);
fwrite_function(dpsicdphi, 'dpcdphi',OUTPUT_FILE3);
fl := psi c_ss - phil_ss*phil_ss/2 - (vl_ss*vl_ss/2)*toggle5;
dpsictsdphi := diff(fl,phil_ss);
fwrite_function(dpsicts dphi,'dpctsdphi',OUTPUT_FILE3);
Filename : flutl2_3.mv3
dpsicts_dv := diff(fl,vl_ss);
fwrite_function(dpsicts_dv,'dpctsdv',OUTPUT_FILE3);
dlr_dphi := diff(lr_ss,phil_ss);
fwrite_function(dlrdphi,'dlrdphi',OUTPUT_FILE3);
dlr_dv := diff(lr ss,vl_ss);
fwrite_function(dlr_dv,'dlrdv',OUTPUT_FILE3);
dlsdphi := diff(ls_ss,philss);
fwrite_function(dls_dphi,'dlsdphi',OUTPUT_FILE3);
dls_dv := diff(ls_ss,vl_ss);
fwrite function(dls_dv,'dlsdv',OUTPUT_FILE3);
dpsicis_dphi := diff(psi_c ssisen,phil ss);
fwrite_function(dpsicis_dphi,'dpcisdphi',OUTPUT_FILE3);
dpsicisdv := diff(psi_c_ss_isen,vl_ss);
fwrite_function(dpsicis_dv,'dpcisdv',OUTPUTFILE3);
# Write include files for MATLAB mex codes
fmexwrite_assign_include(paramlistmatlab,MAT_MEXFILEASSIGN);
fmexwrite_ptrtorlinclude(param_list_matlab,MAT_MEX_FILE_PTRTORL);
fmexwrite_dotm_include(param_listmatlab,MATMEXFILEDOTM);
quit:
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